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Abstract 

Dementia, a progressive disease affecting brain function, creates social, physical, 

cognitive, and emotional skill loss decreasing one’s ability to manage daily living skills.  Various 

behaviors, such as agitation and aggression, often occur, creating challenges for family members 

or caretakers.  If the person with dementia is cared for outside of the home, such as in a skilled 

nursing facility, family members are concerned about their loved ones being cared for with 

dignity.   Research indicates that many people with dementia are not receiving adequate and 

appropriate care.  This problem is compounded when the person with dementia is in a hospice 

setting as increased care is needed to address physical, social, emotional, and spiritual pain.  

Therefore, a need arises to provide appropriate interventions that will ease symptoms while 

improving the quality of life. 

Validation, an act of confirming a feeling or event, has been found to help reduce the 

more challenging behaviors of those with dementia.  Naomi Feil, a social worker, introduced 

validation as a means to provide dignity in caring for those with dementia.  Her descriptions of 

validation within four stages of dementia were used to create individualized music therapy with 

validation techniques for therapeutic intervention care according to personal characteristics, 

interests, and needs of four hospice patients with dementia.  The participants received 20 minutes 

of intervention care for 6 weeks.  Participant responses were observed and recorded to answer 

the question, “What are the experiences of hospice patients with dementia who receive music 

therapy interventions with validation techniques?”  

Information gathered was reviewed with a grounded theory approach.  Commonalities 

between the four participants were: the content of the responses related to individual 

characteristics and life experiences; awareness of the presence of the researcher; a desire to 

connect to the researcher whether verbal, musical, or nonverbal; the combination of researcher, 
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participant, and music created experiences of sacred space; and an average of two moods per 

session was noted.   Conclusions of this study indicate that music therapy with validation 

techniques seemed to bring hospice patients with dementia moments of social interaction, peace, 

comfort, connection to others, sacred space, and times of transpersonal awareness.  
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Introduction 

Dementia is a disease in which a progressive impairment of memory occurs.  This loss 

affects the ability to make decisions, to have abstract and logical thinking skills, to have sound 

judgment, and to be aware of one’s surroundings (Khanahmadi, Farhud, & Malmir, 2015).  As 

the disease progresses, extreme behavior changes may occur along with insomnia or night 

struggles (Clare, 2010; Kiely, Givens, Shaffer, Teno, & Mitchell, 2010; Tondi, Ribani, Bottazzi, 

Visconmi, & Vulcano, 2007).  The most common form of dementia, and the sixth leading cause 

of death affecting 15 million people around the world, is Alzheimer’s disease (Khanahmadi et 

al., 2015).  It is important to note that Alzheimer’s disease includes two thirds of all people with 

dementia and progresses differently than dementia itself.  All people with Alzheimer’s disease 

have dementia; however, not all people with dementia have Alzheimer’s disease.   

 Some of the behaviors that manifest in those with dementia during the progressive 

impairment include: agitation, aggression, loss of social interaction, loss of awareness of the 

environment, and the loss of ability to perform daily living skills such as grooming, feeding, 

walking, and toileting (Clare, 2010; Kiely, Givens, Shaffer, Teno, & Mitchell, 2010; Tondi, 

Ribani, Bottazzi, Visconmi, & Vulcano, 2007).  Challenges arise for caretakers as the behaviors 

can be extreme in nature.  If the loved one is taken care of outside of the home, family members 

are often concerned about their loved ones being cared for with dignity.  Dempsey, Dowling, 

Larkin, and Murphy’s 2015 study of end-stage patients with dementia indicates that those dying 

with dementia are not receiving adequate and appropriate care.  This may be due to lack of 

education about the disease; as well as, end-of-life care steps for dementia are not as well defined 

as those for other illnesses such as cancer.  Appropriate interventions are needed to ease 

symptoms and to improve quality of life (Otera, Horike, & Saito, 2013).  
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 One approach that has been effective in managing behaviors is validation.  Validation can 

be defined as the act or process of confirming a fact, feeling, or event.  In the case of an 

individual, validation may be defined as an act of approval toward one’s actions or behavior.  

The power of validation was noted in 1992 by Naomi Feil, a social worker, who published an 

article in Geriatric Nursing, a medical journal, titled “Validation Therapy” in which specific 

interventions were used to build trust, reduce anxiety, and restore dignity to individuals with 

dementia through a genuine nurturing relationship.  Touch, mirroring movement, listening and 

speaking with empathy, relating to individuals through their preferred sense (auditory, visual, 

olfactory, tactile, etc.), singing songs, and close eye contact are critical concepts in this method.  

At a time of life when the past blends with the present, those in their older years retreat to the 

past for emotional survival.  In Feil’s work among those with dementia, validation is defined as 

“a tested model of practice that helps older disoriented people reduce stress and enhance dignity 

and happiness” (Feil & de Klerk-Rubin, 2012, p. 130).  Several studies show that Feil’s 

validation therapy reduces undesired behaviors in patients with dementia (Feil, 1992; Feil & de 

Klerk-Rubin, 2012; Jankoski & Frey, 2012; Morton & Bleathman, 1991; Tondi, Ribani, Bottazzi, 

Visomi, & Vulcano, 2007).   

Music therapy has also been shown to reduce behaviors such as agitation and aggression 

for those with dementia (Daykin, Bunt, & McClean, 2006; Ziv, Granot, Hai, Dassa, & Haimov, 

2007) and can promote engagement, stimulate interest, provide comfort, provide emotional 

intimacy, restore positive behaviors, and contribute to personal identity (Clair, 2011).  Music 

therapy is also effective in improving sleeping patterns, increasing melatonin, and reducing 

salivary chromogranin A – a protein related to psychosomatic stress (Bruer, Spitznagel, & 

Cloninger, 2007; Ziv et al., 2007).  Particularly, music therapy has been used to promote positive 
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behavior and to develop spiritual/sacred space in those with dementia (Aldridge, 1995; Lipe, 

2002; Otera et al., 2013; Salmon, 2001; West, 1994).  When music is used as a background 

during bathing and eating, wandering behaviors decrease, and general agitated behaviors such as 

fidgeting and showing aggression to others decrease (Ziv et al., 2007). 

Background 

When I was a music therapy intern at a skilled nursing facility, I had the opportunity to 

work with individuals with dementia.  I read about Feil’s validation therapy techniques which 

helped me understand the stages of dementia and their accompanying behaviors.  From the use of 

simple validation techniques such as holding hands while singing, listening with empathy, and 

attempting to see the view of the client in the moment, I learned that validation in these ways 

seemed to bring a sense of comfort.  From these experiences, I began to think about a more 

sophisticated concept of using validation in a musical way to enhance music therapy techniques 

for those with dementia while providing appropriate interventions unique to the dementia stages 

as defined by Feil.   

As a board-certified music therapist working with hospice patients, I have had the 

opportunity to provide services for patients with dementia.  The concept of this study emerged as 

I sought to provide appropriate and useful interventions for those with dementia in my care.  It is 

important to note that it is costly and time consuming to become trained and/or certified in 

validation therapy.  I am not trained in validation therapy and validation therapy was not used 

within this study; however, validation techniques of listening and speaking with empathy, 

singing songs in a gentle and nurturing way, and mirroring movement or emotion in a musical 

way were used, all of which are within the music therapy scope of practice.   Because the power 
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of validation is evident in Feil’s work, her definitions of the stages of dementia were referenced 

for understanding the participants’ points of view within this study.  

Purpose Statement 

  Hospice patients with dementia are in need of adequate, appropriate, and compassionate 

interventions during the late stages of dementia to aid with end-of-life care needs, provide 

dignity, and promote a sense of well-being.  There is little research that investigates patient 

experiences of such interventions, and none that explores the use of music therapy interventions 

combined with validation techniques.  The purpose of this qualitative study is to describe 

experiences of hospice patients with dementia who receive music therapy interventions 

combined with validation techniques. 

Purpose of this study 

 The overall aim in this study was to answer the question “What are the experiences of 

hospice patients with dementia who receive music therapy interventions with validation 

techniques?”  A challenge within this study was to meet the varying needs of each patient with 

dementia within the varying stages of dementia.  Physical, psychosocial, and spiritual domains 

within hospice care were also factors to consider when applying music therapy interventions 

with validation techniques.  Due to this, music therapy interventions with validation techniques 

were individualized.  An overall sense of the experience was considered through thematic 

material analyzed at the end of the study through the use of grounded theory. 

Definitions 

Within this study, the following definitions apply: 

 Music Therapy – “a goal directed process in which the [music] therapist helps the client 

to improve, maintain, or restore a state of well-being, using musical experiences and the 
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relationships that develop through them as dynamic forces of change” (Bruscia, 1987a. 

p.5 as quoted in Bruscia, 1998, p. 267). 

 Validation Therapy – a model of practice that helps individuals with dementia to 

experience breakthroughs of their inward isolation through validating feelings and 

thoughts, using soft touch, a gentle voice, mirroring behavior, and giving eye-contact 

(Feil, 1992). 

 Hospice care – a philosophy of managing end-of-life care needs (Rogers, 2009) 

providing “patient care for physical, psychosocial, and spiritual needs which contribute to 

their overall quality of life” (Wlodarczyk, 2007, p. 113).   

 Spirituality or sacred space – “feelings, thoughts, experiences and behaviors that arise 

from a search for the sacred” (Larson et al., 1997 p. 21 as quoted in Lipe, 2002, p. 211).   
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 Review of the Literature 

Dementia 

Dementia is a condition in which neurofibrillary changes occur in the brain.   Specific to 

dementia related to Alzheimer’s disease, laminated deposits of protein build up causing plaques 

that are finger like in appearance to collect within the brain (Feil & de Klerk-Rubin, 2012). 

Cognitive changes from dementia result in a loss of memory, loss of orientation, loss of abstract 

and logical thinking, decrease in judgement, decrease in attention span, and other cognitive 

deficits (Feil & de Klerk-Rubin, 2012).  Cognition skills are not the only skills that decline.  

Oftentimes changes in eating habits result from the inability to swallow or chew.  The patient 

may refuse to eat altogether, causing weight loss (Kiely et al., 2010).  Other conditions related to 

dementia are: a loss of awareness of the environment, loss of the ability to perform activities of 

daily living, and loss of social interaction (Clare, 2010).  Behaviors of this disease can manifest 

in agitation, aggression, apathy, irritability, nighttime behavioral disturbances, and repetitive 

motion (Tondi et al., 2007; Feil & de Klerk-Rubin, 2012). 

Maintaining the dignity for those with dementia, Feil developed validation therapy with 

the intent to help them.  It is important to note that several theories about the progression of 

dementia exist.  Feil’s concept of dementia within validation therapy will be the only theory 

about dementia that will be examined within this study.  Feil described four specific stages of 

late-onset dementia in attempts to understand what the patient with dementia may be 

experiencing: 

 Malorientation – a stage in which the patient is struggling to maintain control, resists 

touch, is threatened by emotions, hoards, uses filler words to cover memory lapses, wants 

to be aware of the present time and place (Feil, 1992), complies with social rules, repeats  
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unresolved issues, sometimes views the person in the present as representing someone 

from the past (Janoski & Frey, 2012), and expresses past conflict in disguised forms (Feil 

& de Klerk-Rubin, 2012). 

 Time-confusion – a stage in which the patient forgets his or her train of thought and 

repeats facts and words, can accept reality with support, loses track of present time, loses 

communication skills, muscles become loose, movements are slow to ward off time, the 

patient begins to withdraw (Janoski & Frey, 2012), eyes are unfocused, speech is often 

unclear, cognitive thinking is impaired,  the patient is unaware of clock time (tracks 

memories instead of seconds), present-day stimuli triggers the past (Feil, 1992), and the 

patient no longer holds onto reality (Feil & de Klerk-Rubin, 2012). 

 Repetitive motion – a stage in which the patient replaces words with movement or 

repetitive motion, retreats into basic prelanguage movement for comfort, express needs 

and feelings through movement (Feil & de Klerk-Rubin, 2012) such as pacing, humming, 

singing, moaning, or rocking (Feil, 1992); the patient gives up trying to hold onto the 

present, attention is short, uses a low voice, and movements are rhythmic and repetitive 

(Janoski & Frey, 2012). 

 Disorientation – the last stage of dementia in which the patient has a slumped head, limp 

hands, closed eyes (Feil, 1992), may be restless and pace or motionless and constantly 

sleep, cannot relate to the external world, has totally withdrawn inward, no longer speaks, 

has little interaction with his or her environment (Feil & de Klerk-Rubin, 2012), and eyes 

are closed while singing or humming (Janoski & Frey, 2012). 
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Hospice Care 

With the extreme behavior changes that accompany dementia, it is difficult for caregivers 

to provide all the attention needed for their loved ones.  For those patients who are terminally ill 

and have less than 6 months to live, hospice care may be initiated.  Hospice is a philosophy of 

care for the patient and their families during the last stages of life (Rogers, 2009).  It neither 

prolongs nor shortens the process of dying (Masko, 2013).  The concept of end-of-life care dates 

back to the 11th century, although recent hospice care philosophy began in the 1950s with Dame 

Cicely Saunders’ work with the terminally ill (Rogers, 2009).  She believed that compassionate 

care was needed in conjunction with palliative care.  Saunders, the modern founder of hospice, 

sought to find ways to treat “total pain” (Davis, Gfeller, & Thaut; 2008).  This concept evolved 

to include three main personal domains that cause pain: physical, psychological, and spiritual 

(Rogers, 2009).  From this, the inception of hospice care began in the United States (U.S.) in 

1974 (Hilliard 2004).  Combined with the “death with dignity” thanantology movement inspired 

by Dr. Kübler-Ross’s 1969 theory of five stages of death and dying: denial and isolation, anger, 

bargaining, depression, and acceptance (West, 1994); the first hospice company within the U.S. 

began in1975 (Miller & O’Callaghan, 2010).   

Today, within hospice care, the whole individual is assessed to determine patient needs 

with the greatest focus on the physical, psychosocial, and spiritual domains (Wlodarczyk, 2007).   

Saunders vision of holistic care includes an interdisciplinary team (IDT) composed of trained 

medical personnel such as primary physicians, hospice physicians, nurses, home health aides, 

chaplains, social workers, bereavement counselors, board-certified music therapists, certified 

massage therapists, pharmacists, nutritionists, and volunteer coordinators (Davis et al., 2008; 

Masko, 2013).  The IDT, along with families, makes decisions of care for the patient with the 
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highest quality end-of-life care in mind (Rogers, 2009; Kiely et al., 2010).  Of those IDT 

professional members, the music therapist provides more direct patient care hours on average 

than social workers and nurses (Hilliard, 2004).  Music therapy interventions include both active 

and passive participation allowing for the music therapist to provide services for the 

physiological, emotional, social, and spiritual needs of the patient.  Music therapists employ 

comprehensive observational skills to document patient response and behavior.  These 

observations are reported to the IDT in order to determine the effectiveness of music therapy 

interventions which involve the whole person–body, mind, and spirit–providing insight into the 

patient’s multidimensional needs (Davis et al., 2008; Groen, 2007).   

Although hospice care was originally designed for those with cancer, patients with other 

diagnoses including chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, failure to thrive, and dementia also 

benefit from hospice care (Rogers, 2009; Kiely et al., 2010; Albrecht, Gruber-Baldini, Fromme, 

McGregor, Lee, & Furuno, 2013).  In 2014, 63% of hospice patients had non-cancer diagnoses, 

14% of which were diagnosed with dementia (Hilliard, 2015).  Kiely et al. (2010) reports that 

hospice patients with dementia within a skilled nursing facility had better pain management and 

were more satisfied with end-of-life care than other patients in the facility.  This study 

discovered that bereaved family members perceived fewer unmet needs of their loved ones when 

hospice was involved.  These needs included: communication and shared decision making; help 

with the patient’s personal care such as bathing and feeding, medication administration, and 

dressing changes; emotional support for the family; and shared information.  From this same 

study, Kiely et al. (2010) also found hospice care to be underused for those with advanced 

dementia and presented hospice as a solution to end-of-life care. 
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Physical domain.  The primary physical issue within hospice is pain management (Davis 

et al., 2008).  Pain can result from the symptoms of the disease itself, from a fall, or from not 

being able to reposition oneself causing pressure ulcers, open wounds, or edema.  If pain is 

untreated, the patient may experience fatigue, anxiety, anger, depression, loss of appetite, 

thoughts of suicide, difficulties with daily activities, feelings of isolation, difficulties in 

relationships, and disrupted sleep patterns (Davis et al., 2008).   If unresolved, the patient may 

not have enough energy to take care of other end-of-life care issues such as emotional problems 

or spiritual pain.   

Other physical challenges within hospice are dyspnea (shortness of breath), agitation, 

sleep difficulties, and restlessness (Davis et al., 2008).  Muscles may become stiff and the body 

may begin to shut down creating difficulties in eating, swallowing, having regular bowel 

movements, incontinence of bowel and bladder; and weakness may arise to where physical tasks 

become hard to do such as standing up from a seated position, raising the arms above the head to 

dress or shower, and tremors may increase causing difficulty in lifting a fork in order to eat 

(Kiely et al., 2010).   

Psychosocial domain.  Psychological and social challenges that arise within hospice care 

are often viewed through the lens of phases and/or tasks of the dying (West, 1994).  These are 

described as (a) early phase, (b) stabilization, (c) disease progression, and (d) end-stage/death.  

Within the early phase, a patient may be adjusting to the terminal diagnosis, physical limitations, 

attempting to balance the hope for a cure with reality, and adjusting to role changes.  These 

concerns bring about a variety of emotions: fear, panic, denial, sadness, vulnerability, loss of 

control, and the need to build emotional defenses.  During the stabilization phase, an adjustment 

of living while dying occurs as one may process “unfinished business,” have life review 
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moments, or make personal funeral arrangements.  Symptom management, the need to create 

moments of emotional stability, seeking for social contact, and seeking spiritual support for 

existential issues are additional behaviors within this stage.   

As the disease progression phase begins, the patient must adjust to additional loss as 

decreased functionality is present, cognitive problems may worsen, pain medication may 

increase, and a decision to fight or surrender may be made.  At this phase, the patient may 

experience higher pain levels as the disease progresses, have an increased need to rely on others, 

grief may deepen, and behaviors of confusion, emotional regression, agitation, aphasia, loss of 

attention/focus, and decreased alertness begin.  During the end-stage/death phase, the patient 

may become detached from the world, disengage from loved ones, have a change in sensory 

tolerance, move toward an internal focus on tasks of death, and paranormal or spiritual 

experiences may happen before letting go and leaving the body.  Psychological responses at this 

stage may include isolation, decreased alertness, more confusion, and more anxiety (West, 

1994).  

Spiritual domain.  For those who are in the end stages of life, attention to the spiritual 

dimension of care is essential.  Many definitions and uses of spirituality are found in nursing and 

music therapy literature.  One model of nursing refers to Martsolf and Mickley’s (1998 as quoted 

in Lipe, 2002) five attributes of spirituality as: (a) meaning, (b) value, (c) transcendence, (d) 

connecting, and (e) becoming.   One music therapy model terms spirituality as threefold: (a) the 

need to find meaning and purpose, (b) the need for hope, and (c) the need for faith in self, others, 

and God as questions of identity may surface for those who are actively dying (Aldridge, 1995).  

Spiritual experiences may be similar or equal to transpersonal experiences as both begin within 

the self and deal with the relationship to the self (Potvin & Argue, 2014).   
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Spiritual care in hospice is unique.  It is important to recognize that each member of the 

IDT has special training for their related job titles.  Thus, a chaplain is designated to help address 

the patient’s spiritual needs.  While each IDT member has specific duties related to their 

profession, all members of the team are responsible at some level for spiritual care (Masko, 

2013).  This includes the music therapist who may be called upon to help with spiritual matters.    

For the patient within music therapy, the music therapist, the patient, and the music work 

together to create a sacred space, a therapeutic environment in which one may safely explore 

internal reflection.  Sacred space may last the length of a song, may involve wiping away a tear, 

may reflect facial relaxation, elicit reaching for a loved one’s hand, create a change in awareness, 

or generate a calming state (Salmon, 2001).   

Hospice patients often associate music with spirituality and may explore spiritual issues 

within the music therapy sessions.  The music therapist uses music to comfort and bring 

reassurance to the patient’s expressed spiritual feelings as well as providing an avenue to discuss 

the meaning of life (West, 1994).  The music therapist guides the patient by using a supportive 

framework without promoting “right answers” to difficult existential issues (West, 1994, p. 119).  

The patient and the music therapist are like dance partners.  “The therapist is the listener … [and] 

reflects the experiences to the patient through the music, serving as a mirror, validating the 

experience of the dying” (West, 1994, p. 119).  The music therapist is a facilitator of 

transcendence (Aldridge, 1995), a voyager companion (Salmon, 2001), and a minister in that she 

connects to the sacred, covenants to do what is right, and is ethical (Potvin & Argue, 2014).  

Treatments for Dementia 

Some treatment and therapies for individuals with dementia include medical and non-

medical means.  Medications, such as tacrine (cholinesterase inhibitor), can effectively address 
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cognitive loss by slowing down or stopping cognitive decline in those with dementia, if caught in 

the early stages (Bruer et al., 2007; Rabins, 1996).  Acetylcholinesterase inhibitor donepezil 

hydrochloride has also been shown to improve cognition.  Neuroleptic drugs have been found to 

reduce agitation.  Other noncognitive behaviors have been noted to be reduced with ergot 

alkaloids, selegiline, and some antidepressants (Rabins, 1996).  Non-medical means of 

addressing cognitive and behavioral challenges are: recreational activity programs, pet therapy, 

Reality Orientation (RO), Reminiscence Therapy (RT), Validation Therapy (VT), and Music 

Therapy (MT) (Morton & Bleathman, 1991; Rabins, 1996; Tondi, Ribani, Bottanzzi, Viscomi, & 

Vulcano, 2007; Feil & de Klerk-Rubin, 2012; Janoski & Frey, 2012).  Recreational activity 

programs and pet therapy strive to engage the patient within the current environment.  RO 

stresses the importance of recall of current, up-to-date information in the lives and environment 

of the patients.  RT recognizes the time period of the past that is best recalled by the patient.  VT 

has its roots in emotional and psychological consequences of short-term memory loss by 

validating the present mood and time frame in which the patient feels he is currently living.  MT 

focuses on using therapeutic music interaction to help the patient decrease behaviors, provide 

positive interactions, and to bring a sense of peace and stability into the moment. 

Validation Therapy.  Validation therapy has been used within the dementia population 

since its beginnings in 1963 by Naomi Feil, its creator (Feil & de Klerk-Rubin, 2012; Tondi et 

al., 2007).  Growing up in a care facility in which both parents were employed, one as the 

administrator and one as a social worker, Feil experienced the various behaviors of those with 

dementia.  After becoming a social worker herself, she was discouraged with the use of RO with 

those older than 75, lovingly referred to as the “old-old” (Feil & de Klerk-Rubin, 2012, p. 13).  

With RO, Feil noticed agitation levels increased among other undesired behaviors such as calling 
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out, physical aggression, and sleeplessness.  When responding in loving ways through validation 

in attempts to understand why behaviors were present in the first place, Feil discovered that those 

with dementia withdrew less.  

For those who are disoriented, acts of caring, genuine touch, nurturing tones, and 

empathy bring about a sense of self-worth and well-being.  According to Feil, those who are 

oriented do not need validation as they have faced challenges and disappointments in life, have 

tackled daily living, compromised when not able to fulfill goals, and maintain a zest for life.  

Those that have not come to terms with their past tend to retreat from the social world and no 

longer have the tools to cope with the oncoming changes of aging.  Individuals with dementia 

return to their past to resolve what they can often dwelling in differing time frames or retreating 

inward.  “With Validation, they often return to present reality and respond with focused eye 

contact, improved speech, steadier gait, and regained social control” (Feil & de Klerk-Rubin, 

2012, p. 17).   

Morton and Bleathman’s 1991 pilot study compared RO, RT, and VT with a small group 

sample of patients with dementia to determine effects of mood.  VT was found to enhance post 

group verbalizations and reduce undesirable behaviors.  Tondi et al. (2007) researched VT within 

a nursing home and discovered a decrease in agitation/aggression, apathy/indifference, 

irritability/lability, and nighttime behavioral disturbances when VT was implemented for 20 

minutes three times per week for those with dementia.  With the success of VT and the increased 

communication for others and patients with dementia, Jankoski and Frey (2012) recommend VT 

as a tool for medical students to connect with the elderly. 

The VT techniques noted by Feil (1992) to be effective in reaching the inner souls of a 

patient with dementia are as follows:  
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 Malorientation stage – listening with empathy, no confrontation of “the truth” ( p. 130), 

acknowledge frustration, explore state of being with nonthreatening questions such as 

“Who,” “What,” “Where,” “When,” and “How” ( p. 130) – avoid using “Why” since it 

requires an intellectual look at oneself; and speaking to the patient in their preferred sense 

such as feel, look, sense, and sound.  

 Time-confused stage – gentle touch on the cheek, genuine eye contact, match and mirror 

emotion, match and mirror movement, link behavior to an unmet human need, use 

ambiguity, and use familiar tunes.   

 Repetitive motion stage – use the same techniques for time-confused individuals and add 

more familiar music that matches the intensity of the repetitive motion 

 Disorientation stage – use touch, music, and a nurturing tone. 

As described above, Feil used music within the time-confused, repetitive motion, and 

disorientation stages of dementia.  The use of music within validation therapy is limited to 

familiar tunes that the person already knows within three of the four stages.  While singing and 

humming lullabies have been effective in Feil’s validation therapy approach, music therapy may 

be an optimal way to use music within all four stages of dementia as a board-certified music 

therapist has therapeutic music training for a wide variety of populations and needs.      

Music Therapy.  Music can affect people in various ways.  Music therapy is a field of 

study that uses music to promote change.  When music is used as a therapeutic agent for change, 

deeper levels of healing can occur (Daykin et al., 2006).  While music has been used for healing 

properties for many centuries, music therapy professional training began in the 1940s.  A 

national organization of the music therapy healthcare profession was established in 1950.  This 

healthcare profession set out to provide direction and unify professional music therapy concepts 
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(Davis, Gfeller, & Thaut, 2008).  Board-certified music therapists use elements of music as a 

therapeutic medium to create change, as a communication tool, to express and release emotion, 

and to provide therapeutic group experiences.  Music therapists are effective with several 

populations of people such as those with developmental delay, individuals with physical 

disabilities, people with psychiatric challenges, those with dementia, those recovering from 

addiction and eating disorders, special education students, and hospice patients to name a few.   

Music therapy is a noninvasive approach that can help with hospice patient’s needs 

providing reassurance and hope (Groen, 2007).  The primary goal of music therapy within 

hospice care  is to provide “receptive and interactive music experiences within the context of a 

therapeutic relationship to improve an individual’s quality of life, relieve symptoms, address 

psychological needs, offer support and comfort, and to meet spiritual needs” (Liu, Burns, 

Hilliard, Stump, & Unroe, 2015).  Spiritual needs are one of the primary reasons for music 

therapy referrals from hospice nursing staff (Masko, 2013).  Without having adequate spiritual 

care, a patient’s “ability to explore and express meaning is diminished … they [may] feel 

disconnected from themselves, family members, the natural world, or the sacred” (Masko, 2013, 

p. 9).  This spiritual pain leads to increased anxiety, depression, anger, increased physical pain, 

and feelings of meaninglessness.   

The incorporation of music therapy to address patient needs has changed over the years.  

In hospice settings in the 1990s, music therapy was used to address pain management, reduce 

anxiety, provide spiritual and emotional support (Hilliard, 2015), process the stages of death and 

dying, to elicit relaxation, plan music for funerals, to process grief, support and soothe during 

periods of regression, address psychological issues, and to facilitate sacred space or spirituality 

(West, 1994; Wlodarczyk, 2007).  In 2005, music therapy in hospice care expanded to: aid with 
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confusion, address depression, improve quality of life, aid with isolation, and provide caregiver 

stress relief including mood alteration, bereavement support, and aid with anticipatory grief 

(Hilliard, 2015).  Musical life review (Otera et al., 2013; Wlodarczyk, 2007), guided imagery, 

vocal improvisation, lyric analysis, chanting (Masko, 2013), instrument playing, song-writing, 

music as worship/prayer, sing-a-longs with family and friends, and patient song choice from a 

printed song book (Wlodarczyk, 2007) are additional music therapy intervention practices used 

within hospice settings. 

While music therapists most often work independently to help hospice patients with care, 

they also collaborate and communicate with other members of the IDT to ensure quality care as 

hospice patients can have rapidly changing health conditions (Masko, 2013).  This may include 

educating the team of the role of music therapy in hospice, creating resources for the patient and 

family to use, and incorporating bereavement services.  One example of collaboration between 

the music therapist and the IDT is to teach the nurses or aides relaxation with music techniques 

that can help reduce patient anxiety allowing greater comfort when administering items of care.  

Other caregivers such as family members can also be taught how to use these techniques to 

relieve anxiety when home with the patient.  After educating the patient regarding the process of 

relaxation with music, music CDs can be created for use at any time the patient needs assistance.  

Consequently, when the music therapist is attending a patient who begins terminal restlessness, a 

nurse can be contacted to give ideas for comfort that the music therapist can employ; meanwhile, 

the music therapist can use music to assist with comfort until the nurse arrives.  Cross-discipline 

collaboration is important as “the individual providing support at any given moment may not be 

the primary expert associated with a particular need” (Masko, 2013, p. 6). 
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At times of need, a music therapist may collaborate with the chaplain when providing 

spiritual care.  Masko’s 2013 study interviewed chaplains and music therapists to determine the 

appropriateness of music therapists’ involvement in spiritual care.  The chaplains and music 

therapists in the study almost unanimously agreed that music therapists can provide spiritual care 

for those in hospice so long as it is within the music therapy scope of practice.  Five participants 

felt that sacramental prayers and spiritual distress matters were outside of the scope of practice 

for music therapists.  Interventions most commonly used by music therapists for spiritual care 

are: life review, meditation, including song as prayer, offering opportunities to connect to a 

higher power, enhancing emotional expression, and reducing anxiety.  Along with maintaining 

the scope of practice, music therapists must be ethical in honoring each patient’s views of 

spirituality, are not to push their own beliefs, are to maintain personal boundaries, and 

understand the relation of cultural views related to music and spiritual practice.   

While literature states that music therapy is helpful for hospice patients, including those 

with dementia, specific music therapy intervention practice within hospice care for patients with 

dementia is lacking.  Liu et al. (2015) examined music therapy services for dementia patients 

with in-home hospice care and music therapy within skilled nursing facilities to discover that 

when music therapy was used in nursing facilities, those with dementia had less agitated 

behaviors, less anxiety, and less depression; as well as having a positive effect on cognitive 

functioning, language performance, and mood when a treatment protocol was used compared to 

other music activities.  Patients with dementia are often closed off to the world leaving their own 

world difficult to access.  Since patients with dementia have limited cognition and 

communication, it is important to find a way to meet their needs through creating appropriate 

music therapy interventions.   
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Regarding music therapy for non-hospice patients with dementia, Clair and Memmott 

(2008) suggest the following music therapy practices: for those in the early-stage of dementia, 

active music making can assist in providing structure, have a reality focus, and relieve fear when 

familiar meaningful tasks are involved such as playing a familiar instrument.  Next, for those 

within middle-stage dementia, use of rhythm with individuals may inspire “music as an iconic 

expression of the feelings they can no longer express in words.  They may beat loudly and 

furiously or strum a guitar softly as it is laid across their lap” (p. 80).  Singing familiar songs 

from young adult years may elicit spontaneous singing when adapted to slower tempos.  Live 

music can adjust pitch, tempo and volume; and, familiar folk songs from youth, or songs that 

were sung in the home when the individual was a child, are used as the individual’s memory 

state declines.  Finally, during late-stage dementia, music is used as a routine, with patient 

preferred recorded or live music playing for periods of 15-20 minutes, watching for signs of 

changed facial expression, pain, or increased movement in arms, legs, and feet to determine 

overstimulation or disagreement to the music being used.  Some patients may respond to 

lullabies without accompaniment and others may vocalize in attempts to sing along.    

While music therapists have used music within early, mid, and late stages of dementia for 

non-hospice patients as described above, there is no reference of music used specifically for 

hospice patients with dementia.  Music therapists have the unique role of using music to provide 

comfort for those with terminal illness as well as the ability to tailor patient-preferred live music 

for engagement (Cook & Silverman, 2013).  Music therapy combined with validation techniques 

may provide appropriate music therapy interventions for hospice patients with dementia as well 

as creating opportunities of transcendence, or experiences beyond the physical self, for the 

participant.  Hospice patients often have moments of self-reflection as death approaches, leaving 
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some to process “unfinished business.”  “Music enables patients to connect with God, 

themselves, others, nature, or religions” (p. 240) as well as to search for meaning or virtues such 

as love, wisdom, and truth.  Potvin and Argue (2014) describe this experience as sacred space 

which has potential for transformation as the therapeutic process involves “the client, music, and 

therapist cooperatively working together to support cyclical movement from depth experiences 

to surface awareness” (p. 121).  This is possible because music has the ability to access every 

human emotion and experience (Salmon, 2001) as well as “multidimensional qualities allowing 

it to touch many levels of consciousness” (Munro & Mount, 1978 as quoted by Masko, 2013, p. 

40).   

Awareness, the ability to respond accordingly to a person’s environment, is important in 

the transcendent process and may be expressed by self-report, or through behavior (Clare, 2010).  

People with little consciousness also give behavioral indications of basic awareness.  In Clare’s 

2010 study of awareness in people with dementia, she found that “some signs of sensory and 

perceptual awareness can be detected in people with very severe or end-stage dementia” (p. 29).  

Music was reported to create the greatest behavior responses with different music producing 

different behavioral and physiological reactions. Some results included: improved posture and 

balance, increased alertness and physical strength, increased attention, arousal, vigilance, and 

patients were more responsive to caregivers. Other physical signs noticed include: facial 

expressions that indicate happiness, sadness, fear, and anger.  Some expression of joy, interest, 

and sadness may decline in later stages of dementia while others such as anger and fear remain.  

It is important to note that the indications of awareness may not reflect the actual level of 

awareness that the patient has from moment to moment, as environmental, social, and 

psychological factors also play a part in the display of awareness.  
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Awareness can manifest inward as well as outward.  The ability to hone in on the self, the 

mind, the physical body, and how each relates to the environment or universe is described within 

transpersonal psychology.  Rugenstein (1996) defines transpersonal psychology as the study of 

humanity’s highest potential through realizing unitive, spiritual, and transcendent states of 

consciousness.  Through this lens, the existence of the spiritual dimension and its impact on the 

individual psyche is the key to wellness.  Ken Wilbur (1977 as described in Rugenstein, 1996) 

describes four aspects of transpersonal psychology within a spectrum of consciousness as 

follows: (a) unity consciousness, (b) total organism, (c) the ego level, and (d) the persona level.   

Unity consciousness is when the sense of self-identity expands beyond the mind and 

body to include the exterior parts of the self out through the cosmos.  At this level, one is part of 

the universe, complete with its energy.  As the focus shifts to a boundary of self within the 

cosmic identity, the identity of the physical self emerges as identity with the total organism, the 

second consciousness level on the spectrum.  Dividing further, the physical self and the mind 

split to become the third level, or the ego level.  In this level, a division of mind and matter 

occurs yielding intellectual or symbolic thought that dominates.  Lastly, as the mind creates 

boundaries within itself, the mind rejects undesired parts of the ego and projects those undesired 

behaviors on others or life circumstances in attempts to not experience them as their own.  It is in 

this persona level that one is left with an impoverished self-image and discarded or rejected parts 

of the self seem foreign and unknown (Rugenstein, 1996).   

Those with dementia may fall into the persona level of transpersonal psychology as they 

often retreat into themselves due to the inability to process life tasks from earlier stages of life 

(Feil & de Klerk-Rubin, 2012). To resolve difficulties at the persona level, one is to develop an 

awareness of the aspects of self that are disowned and reclaim them.  Therapeutic approaches to 
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process these issues are counseling and supportive therapy.  Music therapy is an approach that 

can facilitate both an inner look at oneself and provide a safe manner of reviewing the self.  

Music has been used throughout time to convey human emotion and is central to our being.  “At 

the burning center of existence itself, there is music and rhythm, the play of patterned 

frequencies against the matrix of time … Before we make music, music makes us” (Leonard 

1978 as quoted by Rugenstein, 1996).  Using music wisely, music therapists “facilitate quick 

movement beyond ordinary awareness … into the realm of spirit and psyche, where the essence 

of one’s voice may be lifted and heard” (Salmon, 2001, p. 142).  By providing nonverbal 

expression and direct experiences within the self, music aids in moving between different states 

of consciousness.  When music is used in a therapeutic relationship, it helps in two tasks of 

moving toward wholeness; dissolving the boundaries within the self, and reclaiming that which 

has been disowned (Rugenstein, 1996).  With this in mind, music is a natural medium for 

resolving and integrating boundaries of the consciousness toward one’s highest potential. 

In summary, patients with dementia are often in hospice settings to manage the end-of-

life care needs of pain management as well as physical, social, and spiritual needs.  Patients with 

dementia are often confused, disoriented, and unable to communicate effectively.  Research 

indicates that patients with dementia are in need of interventions that are appropriate for them.  

Validation techniques have been demonstrated to reach into the inner world of patients with 

dementia.  Therefore, it is proposed that music therapy with validation techniques be 

implemented within a therapeutic environment to discover what the experiences are of hospice 

patients with dementia.  
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Method 

Design 

 This explorative qualitative design study consists of an examination of therapeutic 

experiences of hospice patients with dementia who were given treatment intervention 

opportunities of music therapy strategies combined with validation techniques.  Whereas 

appropriate interventions are critical for this population (Wlodarczyk, 2007), a sensitive method 

of approach was used within this particular study.   

Participants 

 Participants were recruited from a patient list within a hospice company located in the 

Western U.S. in which the researcher provided music therapy services.  Any patients meeting the 

criteria of adults aged 75 and older with a dementia diagnosis were recommended by nurses, 

social workers, and other members of the interdisciplinary team for the study.  These patients 

resided in skilled nursing facilities, assisted living facilities, and memory care units.  Since 

hospice care is a philosophy and not a place, patients within a home environment were also 

considered for the study.  Each recommended patient’s caregiver was contacted and briefed on 

the purpose of the study.  Upon agreement with the caregiver, the researcher also contacted the 

patient to seek participation.     

For the intent of this study, four participants were selected with the diagnosis of 

dementia, three female and one male (pseudonyms Fawn, Amira, Helena, and Tom).  While the 

hope was to have one participant per stage who demonstrated unique behaviors in the 

malorientation, time-confused, repetitive motion, and vegetative/disorientation stages of 

dementia, this was not possible; therefore, four participants demonstrating behaviors in any stage 
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of dementia were selected.  All sessions took place within the living environment of the 

participant. 

Secondary participants, such as family members, were selected to assist in the 

information gathering process.  Information that related to the participant included: religious 

routines, previous work employment, places the participant lived, past and current interests; and 

other such information as needed to understand what repetitive motions in the present may be 

representative of movements from the past.   

Procedure 

The researcher contacted the director, social workers, and nurses within a hospice care 

company for potential participants.  Participants’ families were contacted for an informational 

meeting to discuss the purpose of this study, the concept of music therapy combined with 

validation techniques, any possible risks involved, and any other important factors related to this 

study.  Family members had the opportunity to ask questions about music therapy or any other 

portion of the study.  As many of the participants’ memories were limited, some did not have the 

capacity to sign consent forms to participate in the study.  In this case, the legal guardian signed 

the official consent form.  When able, the participants were asked to sign assent forms after the 

researcher explained to them what their role was within the study.  The researcher was sensitive 

to individual comprehension when communicating participant responsibilities.  For those 

participants who were unable to sign assent forms, the caregiver who regularly made decisions 

regarding daily care signed consent forms on behalf of the participant.  Legal guardians, or 

caregivers, who participated as a secondary participant within the informational stages of the 

study also signed consent forms.   
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Information about the participants that was gathered from families prior to conducting the 

sessions included: a brief character description, appropriate age and style of preferred music of 

the participant, previous work experience, hobbies and interests, current behaviors, what kind of 

repetitive motion may be seen, what task-oriented movement may be present for coping with 

difficulties (such as baking, folding, mixing, writing, counting, pounding, serving, etc.), negative 

responses that the participant regularly displays, and any other information the family wished to 

share about the behaviors of the participant in order to understand the participant’s needs.  

After consent and assent forms were signed, and background information was gathered 

from family members, arrangements were made to meet with the participants with dementia for 

20-30 minute sessions once per week for 6 weeks.  Scheduling was worked around the 

participant’s regular routine so as to not conflict with doctor appointments, nursing 

appointments, meal times, family visits, or any other specifics related to daily care.  At this point, 

an initial music therapy visit 15-20 minutes in length with the participant took place, in which 

the researcher observed the behaviors and verbalizations of the participant for an assessment.  

The assessment also included: attention to task, tendency to fatigue, and any physical reactions 

or behaviors that may indicate the participant is not responding well to the music and wishes to 

disengage.  This may be scooting backwards in a wheelchair, screaming that is not consolable, 

nonverbal communications such as hand waves to cue the therapist to move on, and any other 

behavior that may seem to indicate disinterest.   

  Once the assessment was complete, the Therapeutic Function of Music Plan (TFM Plan) 

was used to guide and create the music therapy interventions combined with validation 

techniques.  Created by Hanson-Abromeit (2015), the TFM Plan is a conceptual methodology 

worksheet that defines therapeutic functions of music used to help create music therapy 
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interventions.  The purpose of the TFM Plan to examine appropriate use of music within a 

therapeutic environment was essential to determine appropriate music therapy interventions.  

Bruscia (1998) describes music therapy as a process of relational discovery between the client, 

the music process, and the context in which it happens.  “The very point of music therapy is 

finding the relationship between them” (as quoted in Hanson-Albromeit, 2015, p. 25).   

The TFM Plan helped to identify the role of music as a mechanism of change by 

answering key questions in the following ways:  

(1) Why is the music element necessary?  To pair a musical element with a theoretical 

     framework.  

(2) What will the music element do?   Validate and support the participant. 

(3) How will the music element be arranged?  Match the music context to the experience  

 of the participant.   

These three roles of music were examined prior to the intervention implementation to 

achieve the highest effectiveness of music therapy interventions combined with validation 

techniques to use for each participant.  Ten elements of music were accounted for within the 

TFM Plan: timbre, rhythm, tempo, pitch, melody, dynamics, lyrics, form, harmony, and style.  

As the TFM Plan was used to develop these interventions, the therapeutic functions of music 

were systematic and created a consistent framework for describing the purpose of the therapeutic 

music experiences with validation techniques used within this study.  A record of the 

interventions used was made for future session references. 

 In tandem with the TFM Plan, Feil’s observations of behaviors within the four stages of 

dementia were used to aid in determining music therapy interventions.  Specific music therapy 

with validation technique interventions were paired with observed behaviors.  It is important to 
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note that validation therapy was not used within this study as the researcher is not trained in this 

method; however, the descriptions of the behavior within Feil’s four stages of dementia were 

important to examine when determining the manner in which the therapeutic music functioned.  

The observable behaviors denoted how the music elements were used within each session.  

Within this study, the researcher did not attempt to diagnose stages of dementia for a participant; 

rather, the observable behavior was a reference point to guide the researcher in selecting which 

music therapy intervention combined with validation technique would be applied within the 

study.   

At the beginning of each session, the participant was observed and any behaviors noted 

were recorded and placed within Feil’s (1992) four stages of dementia.  Participants who 

appeared to have narrow, focused eyes, tight facial muscles, shallow breathing, direct and 

purposeful movements, clear speech, recent memory intact with occasional lapses, harsh voice, 

and clutching security items were considered to be showing behaviors of the malorientation 

stage.  Participants who appeared to have unfocused eyes, loose muscles, wavering movements, 

unclear speech, having hearing or mobility damages, impaired cognitive thinking, were unaware 

of clock time, and present-day stimuli that triggers past images were considered to have 

behaviors in the time-confused stage.  Participants who presented with a loss of speech, and who 

expressed feelings by pacing, humming, singing, moaning, or rocking were considered to have 

behaviors in the repetitive motion stage.  And those participants who had observable minimal 

movement, slumped heads, slow breathing, closed eyes, and limp hands were considered to have 

behaviors in the vegetation or disorientation stage.   

Following the behavior observation at the onset of each session, and pairing it with a 

dementia behavior stage, music therapy interventions combined with validation techniques were 
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selected from those interventions previously reviewed from the TFM Plan.  If there were varied 

behaviors observed that related to different stages, the behavior that was the most prevalent was 

addressed first, and if resolved, the next most prevalent behavior was addressed, and so on.  This 

research study was not designed for treatment; rather, to examine responses of participants to the 

music therapy intervention combined with validation techniques.  However, if the intervention 

reduced a behavior and another behavior manifested during the session that suggested a different 

intervention, then this behavior guided the intervention selection.   

Music therapy combined with validation techniques that were used in conjunction with 

Feil’s (1992) four stages of late-onset dementia are described as follows. 

Music in malorientation.  Because the individual may feel a loss of control of his or her 

environment, and desires to be aware of time and place, musical forms such as ground bass from 

Pachelbel’s Canon may provide anxiety reduction leading to a sense of control.  Ground bass is a 

short repeated harmonic bass that supports a melodic phrase and often is stated alone (Kohs, 

1976).  When a slow repeated predictable pattern of sound occurs in a tempo around 60 beats per 

minute, the relaxation response may be activated reducing anxiety and stress (Sapersten, 1989).  

Clair and Memmott (2008) use predictability in music therapy sessions to reduce fear for those 

with dementia.  Call and response drumming or singing may keep the patient in the here and 

now.  Instrument playing, particularly drumming, may help to express emotions that the patient 

in the malorientation stage is unwilling to acknowledge.  Simple songwriting interventions with a 

fill-in-the-blank style may help identify and answer the questions of “Who,” “What,” “Where,” 

“When,” and “How” along with words of ambiguity.    

Music in time-confusion.  Whereas the person loses track of time and often repeats facts 
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and words, musical form of a palindrome (playing a series of songs in one order followed by 

playing the same songs in order backwards) was used.  Due to the person using repeated facts 

and words to try to catch time, playing a song that was previously heard may stimulate the 

memory and help the person be validated in finding the present.  Repeating a song over and over 

may resonate with the person and their current state of being.  Matching music to the emotions of 

the person through particular chord progressions or key selection to mirror mood may validate 

feelings.  Eye contact and improvised vocalese singing of unmet needs may bring awareness to 

unexpressed emotion.  All music used matched the intensity of the participant’s behavior 

emphasizing musical qualities such as dynamics, volume, duration, and tempo. 

Music in repetitive motion.  Whereas the patient may have a short attention span and  

continually move or continually sleep, similar techniques described for those with time-

confusion plus the following were used: reflecting the repetitive motion in the accompaniment 

pattern of the guitar such as slow and fast tempo, arpeggiations with fast movement, full chords 

when walking to support the foot placement, increased dynamics when motion and facial 

expression are intense, decreasing dynamics when the movement and facial expressions soften, 

and using familiar music.  Feil (1992) noted the power of music when used with those in the 

repetitive motion stage.  “People in repetitive motion who no longer retain the ability to speak 

can often sing a lullaby from beginning to end … people in Repetitive Motion will often say a 

few words after singing a familiar song” (p. 41).  

Music in vegetation or disorientation.  Since the individual in this stage has withdrawn 

and has little interaction with others, music that was deemed less intrusive was used.  In the 

moment, the music was quite personal using such interventions as vocals only, hummed 
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lullabies, beginning and ending the session with the same quiet and steady song using lyrics of 

peace, love, safety, and any other perceived unmet need. 

Responses observed from the use of these specific music therapy interventions combined 

with validation techniques were recorded and an account is given hereafter.  

 Before beginning each session, the researcher spent 5 minutes meditating and freeing up 

the mind to be fully present during the session.  The researcher observed the participant for 2-3 

minutes before beginning the music therapy intervention with validation techniques in order to 

gain a sense of how the participant was doing that day.  Observations were written down, 

including behaviors, position of the body, what was happening in the environment, and a sense 

of the general mood of the participant. While in a session with the participant, the researcher 

observed any verbal, nonverbal, or slight body adjustments that were made within the specified 

intervention and hand recorded them after the session.   

Data Collection 

 The qualitative data from the experiences of music therapy interventions combined with 

validation techniques included observing and recording: (a) physical responses from the 

participant, (b) verbal or nonverbal communication of the participant, (c) facial expression, and 

(d) general mood observance.  Once the music therapy intervention with validation technique to 

use with the participant was determined, a record was created to include which interventions 

were used for the observed behaviors of dementia that would be focused on within the sessions.  

The record sheet contained columns describing observed behaviors that were recorded prior to 

selecting the music therapy intervention combined with validation technique.  The intervention 

description was written in a second column and additional columns were set aside for observed 

responses from the participant during the sessions.  The information included physical reactions, 
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verbal and nonverbal reactions, musical reactions, or social interactions such as eye contact, 

length of conversation (clear or implied), or those interactions that involved the researcher within 

the perceived state of being of the participant, such as placing the researcher within a current 

memory of the past.   

On this record sheet, a column was assigned to behaviors or feelings related to the 

creation of sacred space that may be noted in the connection of the participant to the researcher 

through certain physical reactions and or facial expressions.  For the purpose of this study, 

awareness of the musical interaction combined with an interaction of the participant was also 

recorded.  Additional information was recorded that indicated awareness of the participant to the 

music, the researcher, and the environment or any other experience deemed to be connected to 

the music therapy combined with validation technique experience. 

 The researcher recognizes that within an exploration of new interventions there may be 

biases that are unforeseen which may affect the gathering and interpretation of the information. 

Part of the debriefing process included journal writing of any thoughts in regards to the 

implementation of the interventions used.  Mandala drawings of personal experiences were also 

implemented to further the critical clinical thinking stage and allow for subconscious material to 

emerge in processing the event.  Personal feelings from each session were recorded to look for 

any common themes or surprises.  Supervision was received to further process elements of 

transference and countertransference that may have taken place during the sessions.   

 The researcher realizes that due to the nature of a hospice setting, spirituality/sacred 

space may occur and be interpreted in a variety of ways.  A personal connection between two 

souls can be inherent in the experience and manifest in unexpected ways.  To describe this 

experience within the spirituality/sacred space domain, extrapolation (inferring something 
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unknown to something that was known) was used on the researcher’s part during the facilitation 

and data collection processes in attempts to reflect what the participant was in need of during the 

sessions.  Being aware of this process, inclusions of extrapolations were recorded during the 

journaling portion of the debriefing process.  Due to the shared experience of spirituality/sacred 

space that was present in some cases, some form of shared transcendence occurred.  These 

individual experiences were noted and reviewed with careful attention to possibilities of 

transference and countertransference.   

While Feil (1992) used music within validation therapy that was familiar to the patient 

and matched the intensity of the patient’s movement, and Clair and Memmott (2008) used a 

variety of ways to interact musically with patients, specific protocols have not been specified in 

creating a particular environment for the client, namely feeling validated and listened to.  Those 

with dementia are often withdrawn and long to have their basic human needs met.  Abraham 

Maslow described these needs as: (a) physiological – hunger, thirst and touch; (b) safety – to feel 

secure and safe; (c) the need to belong and be loved – to feel affiliated with others; (d) esteem 

needs – to achieve, gain approval or recognition; (e) cognitive needs – to understand and explore; 

(f) aesthetic needs – symmetry, order and beauty; and (g) self-actualization – to realize one’s full 

potential (Feil & de Klerk-Rubin, 2012).  It is the hope of this researcher to create appropriate 

treatment interventions for those with dementia in which their needs can be met through the use 

of music therapy combined with validation techniques. 

Ethical Considerations 

 Ethical considerations involved in this study revolved around each participant’s level of 

comprehension and understanding.  Great care was given in presenting information to the 

participants at their individual levels of understanding.  All music used was for the purpose of 
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validation and not used to excite, hamper, or change the emotional content of the session, or to 

cause harm.  The participants’ well-being was of the upmost importance as well as interaction 

with the highest level of respect and dignity.  The emotional safety of the participant was also 

considered during the study as a safety plan was implemented in which a licensed social worker 

was on call during active session hours should any behaviors go beyond the scope of practice of 

the researcher.  Since the participants were selected from the hospice company in which the 

researcher was practicing, no repercussions of health care were given to those participants who 

dropped out of the study or who declined being a part of the study.   

 Participant confidentiality of experiences was kept by coding names during data 

collection and keeping all data, written or digital, within a locked drawer in a locked office.  

Strict adherence to the American Music Therapy Association Code of Ethics was in practice with 

appropriate interactions including the use of hand-over-hand prompting, involving hand contact 

only as needed to demonstrate how to play an instrument.  No dual relationships took place 

between the researcher and the participant, or the researcher and a family member of the 

participant.     
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Results 

Participant 1 

 Participant 1, Fawn, was born and raised in the U.S., married, had a family and at one 

point worked in a credit department of a bookstore.  Some favorite pasttimes that the family 

noted were sewing, word searches, singing with her husband, blowing bubbles, and shopping.  A 

family tradition of singing in the car while traveling was a favorite of Fawn’s and has continued, 

fused with a variety of songs ranging from hymns and Walt Disney movie scores to folk songs.  

Family stated that Fawn still likes to do things with her hands and one repetitive motion they 

have seen is wiping down the counter in the bathroom.  At the time of the study, Fawn had been 

living with a caretaker, her daughter, for close to one year.  Due to extreme anxiety when people 

leave the room, a musical cue and favorite song, “Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah,” was sung at the end of 

each session to cue family that it was time to end.  The researcher waited for a family member to 

be present before ending the session or putting instruments away. 

 Fawn participated in a total of six sessions.  At the beginning of each session, her facial 

features included dim eyes and loose muscles.  Verbal responses were usually one to four words 

and referred to the auditory and visual senses.  The most common phrases being: “Well, look at 

that!,” “Listen to that!,” “What have you got?,” and “That was good.” Singing, on the other hand, 

was not limited to four words.  When she knew a song, Fawn would sing it in entirety.  She also 

read lyrics in a poetic fashion with vocal expression.  Fawn was able to engage in simple 

conversation although she did not initiate it.  With a combination of wanting to be in the present, 

interest in instruments, presence of loose muscles, dim eyes, slow movements, some repeated 

phrases, and some communication loss, music therapy with validation techniques paired to 

malorientation and time-confusion stages of dementia were used.  Active music making with 
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novel instruments to appeal to the auditory and visual senses, choice of instrument selection, 

instrument playing to express frustration, call and response drumming, use of or repeating 

familiar tunes, matching music to mirror emotions, using music to seek for eye contact, listening 

with empathy, vocalese of unmet needs or unexpressed emotion, and humming melodies 

accompanied by guitar playing to reflect emotion when lyrics were read were all implemented in 

the sessions.   

 Responses to novel instruments were similar throughout the six sessions.  Exclamations 

of “Will you look at that!” combined with twinkly eyes and an outstretched hand to select an 

instrument were usual responses.  All instruments were small un-pitched percussion that had 

been placed within a 24-inch diameter red rimmed bucket for easy viewing.  The instruments 

selected by Fawn were: cluster bells, maracas, goat hooves, rhythm sticks, hand drums, and egg 

shakers.  On occasion, the researcher selected an instrument to encourage interest in the present 

or to match a particular mood.  These instruments were an owl shaped ocarina and a cabasa.  

After selecting an instrument, Fawn shook it or tapped it followed with the phrase, “Listen to 

that!”  From time to time she would shake the cluster bells, maracas, and egg shakers next to her 

ears and smile.  Shaking in patterns around the face, in front of her body, and down the inside 

neck of her shirt were common playing mannerisms (see Table 1).   

During these times of instrument playing, guitar was used for accompaniment to match 

the style, tempo, and dynamics of Fawn’s music making.  For example, when the maracas were 

played with short, quick strokes and a fast tempo, a Spanish style chord progression of A Major 

(A) to A# Major (A#) back to A with blocked chords was used, the tempo reflected the speed of 

the shaking – close to 120 beats per minute (bpm).  In this instance, Fawn continued to play the 

maracas for at least 2 minutes while moving her shoulders up and down in small movements.   
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Table 1 

Responses to Music Therapy with Validation Techniques – Fawn 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Dementia Behavior                     Music Therapy with 

  Stage Observed                        Validation Technique                  Responses    

 __________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Malorientation   Active music making  Played instruments 

                                                                                                 Engaged throughout entire session 

             20-40 minutes 

        Follow-the-leader playing 

        Eyes smiled or sparkled 

  

    Appeal to auditory or   “Will you look at that!” 

         visual senses through  “Listen to that!” 

         novel instruments  Shook instruments close to ears,  

             around the face, in front of the 

                                         body, and down the shirt 

    

    Choice of instrument  Reached toward instrument 

         selection   Turned instruments around in hands 

        Selected instruments: 

             cluster bells, maracas, goat hooves, 

             rhythm sticks, egg shakers, hand  

             drums 

 

    Call and response drumming Initiated musical conversation   

Played drums 11 different ways  

 

    Instrument playing to   Short, quick sounds 

          express frustration  Fast tempo around 120 bpm 

 

    Listening with empathy  Continued back-and-forth “conver- 

         and validating musical      sation” for an entire 40 minute 

         conversation with        session 

         corresponding rhythms 

 

    Use of a familiar song to end Smiled and sang 

         the sessions to avoid  Shifted attention to family member 

         anxiety         present 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Dementia Behavior                     Music Therapy with 

  Stage Observed                        Validation Technique                  Responses    

 _________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Time-confusion   Use of familiar songs  Sang along 

        Smiled and mouthed words  

 

    Repeating familiar songs Three repetitions – initiated by the 

             researcher 

        Four to seven repetitions – initiated 

             by Fawn 

 

    Matching music to mirror Eyes smiled or sparkled 

         emotions   Played while moving shoulders 

 

    Using music to seek for   Looked at the researcher and smiled 

         eye contact   Looked at the researcher and waited 

             for a musical response 

 

    Improvised vocalese of   Listened and said, “That was good.” 

         unmet need or unexpressed 

         emotion 

 

    Humming melodies with soft Read and sang lyrics at the correct 

         guitar accompaniment      melodic spot 

         playing during lyric  Nodded head 

      reading   Underlined words with fingers 

 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Being present with the music was a skill Fawn had, in fact, when the researcher played a trill on 

A Major after the two minutes, Fawn stopped her playing, turned her head toward the researcher 

and said, “That sounds like the end.”  When asked if she would like to continue playing the 

maracas, she said, “Yes.”  Fawn looked down at the painted red and green design on the maracas 

and examined the artwork instead of playing.  She then put the maracas away and selected 

another instrument. 
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Visual stimulus was an active part of the sessions.  When not playing an instrument or 

commenting on the sound, Fawn looked closely at the instruments, noticed how they were 

shaped, focused on colors or patterns, and occasionally rubbed her finger across the edges or 

rounded portions of the instruments.  This behavior was most prominent during a session in 

which she was given an owl-shaped ocarina.  The instrument was made of clay with feather 

patterns in various sizes and lengths, cross-hatched markings, included variations of the color 

brown, and had other types of markings to create a realistic owl appearance.  After the 

instrument sound was demonstrated by the researcher, Fawn reached for the instrument as if to 

play and instead held the instrument closer and began looking at the patterns.   

As Fawn turned the instrument around in her hands, she noticed the finger holes on the 

sides and a larger breath hole on the end for the mouthpiece.  She began to count the number of 

holes.  She repeated this investigation and counting pattern at least four times before placing the 

instrument on the edge of the couch.  Once the instrument was balanced, she looked at the 

researcher and smiled.  While Fawn was looking at the ocarina, an improvised song was sung 

accompanied by guitar stating what Fawn was doing.  “Fawn is holding an ocarina,” sung in the 

key of D Major (D) around 70 bpm.  Vocals faded in and out while the artistic patterns were 

examined.  Lyrics expanded to reflect the manner of counting, “1-2-3-4-5,” as the experience 

was repeated.   

Lifting the ocarina from the couch, Fawn began the counting again and ended with the 

number four along with furrowed brows.  She had discovered something new and looked intently 

at the instrument as though thinking.  The guitar music was switched to A minor (Am) with a 

slower tempo around 60 bpm to validate the thinking.  No lyrics were used during this thinking 

moment.  Fawn had discovered a four-sided shape in the feather pattern on the instrument and 
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had counted the number of sides of this shape on the exterior of the owl pattern.  She repeated 

the counting at least four times before placing the instrument on the arm of the couch, balancing 

it, and looked at the researcher.  When it was clear that the counting pattern would resume, the 

researcher returned to the original improvised song and included counting to four to validate the 

new interest. 

After placing the ocarina on the couch a third time, Fawn took the instrument from the 

arm of the couch and began to look carefully at it.  Fawn looked up and said, “Seven.”  This new 

number represented the number of square shaped feathers that were located on the back of the 

instrument.  As above, thinking was played in the key of Am with the repeated counting 

experience being accompanied in D with the tempo being adjusted accordingly.  This time, after 

Fawn placed the ocarina on the edge of the couch, she said, “That was good.”  This statement 

was observed to mean that Fawn was ready to move on to another instrument.  She then selected 

another instrument from the bucket.     

On one occasion, Fawn’s mood was different.  Instead of a happy smile and pleasant 

voice, her voice was deep and command-like, suggesting agitation.  To this, instruments that 

have a short and loud sound were placed in the bucket: rhythm sticks, egg shakers, cluster bells, 

cabasa, and maracas.  Her eyes widened and she said, “Oh, what have you got in there?”  She 

selected rhythm sticks and the researcher reflected the mood by accompanying with rhythm 

sticks as well.  Fawn was prompted to tap the sticks together and began tapping around 80 bpm 

to which a familiar song, “Ain’t We Got Fun,” was initiated by the researcher.  Fawn continued 

to play the rhythm sticks while singing, occasionally mouthing the words she didn’t know while 

the researcher sang.  Her eyes sparkled.  The song was repeated three times.   
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At this point, the researcher modeled rubbing the rhythm sticks along the ribbed edge to 

reflect and validate the agitation in Fawn’s voice.  Fawn followed and when the researcher 

imitated the fast/slow, short/ long patterns Fawn was playing, Fawn mirrored the researcher.  The 

researcher imitated the pattern, changing just a little bit of it and Fawn repeated the new pattern 

and a follow-the-leader game emerged.  This continued for a short time.  “Ain’t We Got Fun” 

was sung while Fawn played the rhythm sticks and the researcher played the guitar in key of A 

with a strong strum-flick accompaniment pattern in a duple meter (two beat) feel.  Fawn smiled 

while playing the rhythm sticks although she did not sing.  She put the rhythm sticks back in the 

bucket and the researcher selected a cabasa for Fawn to use to continue to reflect agitation that 

was still present in her voice.  A similar technique of using short, quick playing as with the 

rhythm sticks, only now with the cabasa, was used.  Fawn’s facial expression and body posture 

began to demonstrate a different mood, that of happiness.  An improvised vocalese about Fawn 

being happy was sung, to which Fawn said that the song was “good.”  Her voice was now 

pleasant, upper torso was relaxed, and she smiled. 

Other reactions to music included musical conversation.  This was seen with the follow- 

the-leader rhythm stick experience and was expanded when hand drums were used.  When Fawn 

played the drums, she used rhythm in ways to communicate.  A question-and-answer form was 

initiated by her as she played the rhythm of the words “Shave and a haircut” and then looked at 

the researcher to finish the rhythm “two bits!”  When the desired response was given, Fawn 

continued to tap another rhythm and tapped in various places on the drum.  She stopped and 

waited for a response.  The researcher validated her playing motions by playing around the drum 

as Fawn had done and incorporated different rhythms when doing so.   
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With this kind of music conversation, Fawn would give eye contact and wait until the 

researcher was finished before playing a new rhythm section, at some turns taking longer solo 

moments, and at others, short solos.  Exploring the entire circumference of the drum, dividing 

the diameter, filling in the entire head surface, tapping the center of the drum, and reaching 

across her lap to tap the drum the researcher was holding were all actions initiated by Fawn.  

Four different hand drums were eventually introduced and used, all with different timbres to 

engage the preferred auditory sense.  Similar patterns were played by Fawn on all four hand 

drums as listed above.  This music conversation extended the session from 25 minutes to 40 

minutes since Fawn continued initiating and interacting with the researcher.   

Altogether, the length of this drum playing, the initiation by Fawn, the sense that time 

seemed to disappear while the music continued, and the presence of nonverbal interactions of 

communication demonstrate a high level of awareness on Fawn’s part that was connected to the 

instrument playing.  This experience could be a manifestation of sacred space, a moment when 

the music, the participant, and the researcher were all unified with the same purpose and 

emotion.  The action of Fawn reaching across her own physical space to tap the researcher’s 

drum shows an awareness of the researcher’s presence.  The continual eye contact when waiting 

for a response and interacting to the instrument playing of the researcher demonstrates a 

connection to the researcher within the music making process.   

Sacred space was also seen during times when Fawn would read the lyrics of familiar 

songs.  During one session, seeing that Fawn was happy and smiling, the researcher began a 

song, “Sing, sing, sing; I like to sing; I like to sing a song, sing, sing, sing;” to which Fawn 

responded by saying firmly with a smile, “Yes!”  A binder of song lyrics was presented to Fawn 

for song selection.  She began to read the lyrics with poetic phrasing and vocal emphasis.  The 
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melody of each song was hummed by the researcher with guitar accompaniment in various forms 

of finger-picking patterns, not to overpower the reading voice.  Inflections of voice and head 

bobs from Fawn were reflected by the researcher by changing volume, tempo, and 

accompaniment patterns to match the reading.   

Sometimes Fawn responded by singing the melody, waiting for the researcher’s humming 

to catch up with her place in the reading, then, she began singing or sometimes kept reading.  

She repeatedly read the lyrics or sang the same song around seven times in a row before looking 

at the researcher and commenting on the song and then turning the page.  The researcher did not 

encourage turning the pages of the book after singing the song once, rather, validated the music 

experience that was taking place by continuing to play the accompaniment of the song lyrics as 

they were read, including the repetitions Fawn naturally gave within her music, thus matching 

the current state of well-being.  When the song was no longer repeated, Fawn looked over at the 

researcher, smiled, and turned the page.  

One song became a different experience.  As Fawn read the lyrics to “In the Garden,” a 

facial expression not seen before came over her while she nodded her head, resolutely reading. 

Her voice had softness and wonder to it as she read.  She traced the words with her finger while 

reading or singing, stopping periodically to think, and after reading all three verses, she stopped, 

looked at the researcher and said, “How beautiful.”  She returned to the first verse and repeated 

reading with the same intent.  The researcher continued to keep the mood with the guitar in the 

key of G Major (G) with a p-i-ma-i-ma-i finger picking style, tempo around 70 bpm, and 

hummed.  Fawn joined in singing at the chorus and continued to underline the words with her 

fingers.  She repeated the entire song four times and again looked up at the researcher, her eyes 

wide, and commented on how beautiful the words were.   
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From the indescribable facial expression and timbre change in voice, plus the pondering 

and attention to the words, Fawn seemed to be connecting to something outside of herself.  

Without the ability to put words to her experience, it is not known for sure what she was 

experiencing; however, it was powerful for her.  The researcher listened with empathy to her 

simple words “How beautiful,” and validated the experience by using the same tone of voice and 

words as Fawn had used and said, “They are beautiful.”  After the fourth reading, Fawn stopped 

reading and singing and stared at the lyrics for several seconds before reading the title a fifth 

time and turned the page.  Later, it was discovered that “In the Garden” was one of Fawn’s 

favorite hymns and had been sung in the car with the family the evening before as they were 

driving home from a picnic.  It is possible that singing “In the Garden” had brought some of the 

feelings of this family experience to Fawn’s mind during the session.  Though she did not 

verbally state a connection, the facial expression and tenderness with which she read and traced 

the words suggest that some emotion, connection, or memory was present. 

Overall, Fawn’s reactions to music therapy with validation techniques included: active 

music making, use of verbal and nonverbal communication, singing, changed facial expression, 

musical conversation created with instrument playing, and several moments of sacred space.  

The technique most frequently used by the researcher was to accompany instrument playing 

reflecting the mood/style/tempo of Fawn’s playing.  The most common responses were: creating 

musical conversation while playing, singing, and continued engagement.  As shown in Table 2, 

an average of 12 music therapy with validation techniques were used per session with 10.2 

physical responses being the most observed responses and .6 sacred space events observed 

within each session.  Singing took place in five of six sessions.  One session was 80% poetic 

reading of lyrics, and one session was dedicated to drum playing.  Moods seen within the entire  
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Table 2  

Average Responses to Music Therapy with Validation Techniques per Session 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
                        MT with 

                       Validation                                                                                                                 Instrument       Sacred    Observed 

Participant     Techniques       Physical        Nonverbal        Verbal          Facial         Musical         Playing          Space        Mood 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Fawn                    12                 10.2                  2.4                  8                 3.4                5                  2.2                  0.6             2 

Tom                     11.4                9                     4.8                13.4              2.4                1.6               0.8                   1               2.2 

Amira                    8.2                8                      2.2                 6.8              2.6                1.8               0.6                   0.6            2.4     

Helena                   6                   3                       1                  20+              2                   0                    1                    1               2 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Note. Verbal responses for Helena were continual with at least 20 responses per session. Since Helena only participated in two 

sessions, both the initial and second sessions were averaged in the compilation of this table.  The remaining participants’ 

information was averaged from sessions two through six.   

 

six sessions were: happy, agitated, restless, determined, alert, interactive, pleasant, playful, 

disengaged, and laughter. 

Participant 2 

Participant 2, Tom, grew up in a large family of nine boys within a small rural area in the 

U.S.  He grew up in a musical home and often sang with his brothers during his teen years at 

weddings and family reunions.  He never learned to play an instrument, although his family 

states that Tom loves listening to piano music.  While he does enjoy music, family reports that he 

does not like music with a loud or strong beat.  Outside of marrying and raising a family, Tom 

was quite social and engaged in community welfare including church service and civic 

leadership.  He was a farmer by trade and was well known within his community.  In his later 

years he endured a stroke, leaving some paralysis on his left side.  Due to this, all sessions were 

held at bedside within a memory care facility.  Tom had some difficulty speaking clearly and 

tended to withdraw.  Repetitive behaviors that were seen by family members were turning on and 

off the light switch and wringing the bedsheets while asking what to do with “this” (his right 

leg).  Family also commented that Tom becomes frustrated when unable to speak well and that 
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his conversation does not make sense.  At the time of this study, Tom’s current memory was 

linked to his teen years while living in his parents’ home. 

The initial assessment by the researcher also discovered constant dialogue with 

wandering thought, confused thinking, restless movement, short attention, turning on and off the 

light switch, two to three word responses (such as “I don’t know,” “I don’t remember,” and “You 

decide,”), desire for physical touch by reaching out to shake hands, unfocused eyes, slow 

movement, attempts to get out of his chair when eating, and rocking motions when in a chair 

after feeding.  From these observations, combined with family’s observations of withdrawal, the 

present mixing with the past, and repetitive motions, music therapy with validation techniques 

paired with time-confusion and repetitive motion dementia phases were selected.  Techniques 

used were: listening with empathy accompanied by live music playing in the background, 

repeating familiar tunes, chaining familiar songs in a palindrome form, improvised vocalese to 

reflect unmet needs or unexpressed emotion, reflecting ambiguity in music and verbal ambiguity, 

matching music to mirror emotions, and matching accompaniment pattern to tempo of movement 

or speech. 

At the onset of this study, Tom withdrew often and had short moments of attention.  He 

would engage in the music experience for 5 minutes at a time before turning and looking at 

something else, and had a tendency to fatigue.  In general, responses to music were to close his 

eyes and lean his head into the pillow, comment on the singing by saying, “You’re good,” or he 

would sing some parts of the hymns that were played.  Verbally responding with ambiguity 

seemed to relieve stress as his furrowed facial features would become smooth and his facial 

expression was one of peace.  Additional responses can be found in Table 3.  

At the beginning of most sessions, Tom was quietly lying in his bed, his right arm lifted 
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Table 3 

Responses to Music Therapy with Validation Techniques – Tom  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Dementia Behavior                     Music Therapy with 

  Stage Observed                        Validation Technique                   Responses 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Time-confusion   Listening with empathy with live Gave eye contact  

     music playing in the background Verbalized concerns for others 

     Laid head back on pillow 

 

    Repeating familiar songs   Smiled 

         Sang during part of chorus 

 

    Chain familiar songs in a palindrome  Smiled  

 

    Improvised vocalese to reflect unmet Tears in his eyes 

         needs or unexpressed emotion Expressed gratitude 

         Smiled and nodded 

         Relaxed facial muscles 

         Deep breaths 

         Sighs of relief 

         Relaxed into the bed 

 

    Reflecting ambiguity in music and Relaxed facial muscles 

         verbal responses   Closed eyes 

         Laid head back on pillow 

         Verbalized concerns for others 

              with a peaceful expression 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Repetitive Motion  Match music to mirror emotion  Gave eye contact 

         Smiled and closed eyes 

         Verbalized concerns for self 

 

    Match accompaniment pattern to  Stopped movement and looked 

          mirror movement        at the researcher 

 

    Match accompaniment pattern to  Continued conversation with  

     speech tempo        little stammering 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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up to reach the light switch that was above his bed next to the corner wall.  Sometimes he turned 

the light on and off every 15 seconds, at other times, about every five minutes.  Occasionally 

quiet music from a CD was playing in the background as a music routine to help with agitation.  

Tom did not seem to hear the researcher enter the room until she came within 6 feet of the bed.  

At this point he would ask “Who are you?” or “What are you going to do now?”  One session he 

asked what was going on, reached for the guitar and tightly held the neck while singing, “What is 

happening today?”  

During the second of six sessions, Tom reached for the light switch close to five times.  

The researcher changed to a different guitar chord each time Tom reached for the light.  This was 

done to validate the movement within the session.  Tom responded by freezing with his arm 

midair and turned to look at the researcher.  He lowered his arm without touching the light 

switch.  This happened consistently with all four attempts.  He would reach for the light switch, 

the guitar chord was changed, his arm stopped midair, he turned to look back at the researcher, 

and then lowered his arm.  The last time Tom lowered his arm he looked out the window.  His 

facial expression looked pensive.  Favorite hymns were played and chained in a palindrome form 

to reflect deep thinking.  “Nearer My God to Thee” in D followed by “How Great Thou Art” in 

G  followed by “I Am a Child of God” in C Major (C) were all sequential, all guitar 

accompaniment in a p-i-ma-i finger picking pattern around 70 bpm.  As the palindrome returned 

to “How Great Thou Art,” Tom did not attempt to sing, rather he smiled and listened to the song.   

After “How Great Thou Art,” Tom said that he felt terrible.  This feeling was reflected in 

the guitar with a Dorian mode in Am.  Tom looked directly at the researcher with eye contact of 

close to 4 seconds.  Listening with empathy was used and the researcher repeated, “You feel 

terrible?”  Tom nodded, then asked about “others” and began speaking with ambiguous 
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references to people for about 10 minutes.  Dorian in Am continued to be played with a slow 

finger picking style.  At this point Tom disengaged, attention faded, and he reached for the light 

switch, turned it off and on, and returned to an inward expression.  He looked past the researcher 

as though she was not in the room.  Tom stated he was tired and when asked if he would like to 

rest said, “Yes.”  The session ended having lasted 20 minutes.  

In contrast to this session, the last of six sessions was different.  Tom did not disengage; 

rather, he was very engaged and active in conversation, had less word salad (mixed words and 

content), smiled often, and did not touch the light switch at all during the 40-minute session.  

Within this session, the same hymns were played to validate the expression of looking out for 

others, a common theme in Tom’s conversations.  In this case, Tom sang part of the chorus to 

“Nearer My God to Thee” and smiled when listening to “How Great Thou Art.”  He hummed a 

little of the verse and said the music was beautiful.  This session was also unique in that the 

conversation between the researcher and Tom was consistent and relative to the topic at hand 

with little ambiguity.  The researcher validated Tom’s concerns by stating that Tom really cared 

for others.  His response was clear and with a serious facial expression replied that he always 

worried about people and wanted them to be taken care of.   

This level of concern was evident in most of Tom’s conversations.  Comments of concern 

for a family who just had twins, a family who needed housing, a man who needed a job, and a 

variety of additional situations of this kind flooded his mind.  While Tom did ask questions about 

these people, he was ambiguous in names, in time frames, and details of that sort.  Rarely did the 

comments link to one another in a fluid fashion.  Individual sentences made sense in their 

construction; it was the subject matter that did not have continuity.  In conversations such as 

these, the researcher used guitar chords of Am, E minor (Em), and D to represent the feeling of 
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concern using a finger picking style (p-i-m-a-i) in triple meter (3/4 time) as a soothing 

background for the concerned statements.  Other music therapy with validation techniques that 

were used included listening with empathy and verbally responding with ambiguity or repeated 

statements.  Tom’s facial features would relax and he often stopped talking to close his eyes and 

put his head back on the pillow. 

One such experience was different than the rest.  Tom began his dialogue and questions 

about others as in previous sessions.  His conversation returned to concerns about a man having 

his fifth child and that he (Tom) didn’t know what to do.  He then said, “What about Tom?” 

referring to himself.  The researcher was playing in the key of D in a p-i-ma-i finger picking 

pattern around 65 bpm and sang a vocalese to reflect an unmet need of reassurance.  The words 

“Tom is kind, Tom is a good man, Tom helps others,” were sung.  With concern in his voice 

Tom asked, “Will this be enough?”  Referencing a hymn that had been sung just before, the 

researcher said that God knows how hard Tom works to do his best to help others.  Tom took a 

deep breath and relaxed into the bed.  He closed his eyes for close to 30 seconds and his facial 

features began to smooth.   

In this situation, Tom’s concern for himself could be a reflection of his concern for his 

own soul; a reconciliation as life comes to an end.  For hospice patients, wrapping up “unfinished 

business” is a part of the death and dying process.  Noting the concern in Tom’s voice as he 

asked about himself, and then comparing that to his smooth facial features, it is possible that he 

felt understood and validated in his concern for himself at this time and felt some level of 

closure.    

Attempting to find solace for himself was seen in another similar experience.  It came 

during a session in which Tom’s conversation reflected personal responsibilities of making sure 
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everyone was taken care of.  He said he was tired and was doing his best.  A western song, 

“These Hands” by Hank Snow was sung in G with a 3/4 waltz style.  The song depicts a hard-

working man with calloused hands pleading with God to think of his hard-working hands at 

judgement day.  Tom listened to the song carefully without any interruptions.  He said that he 

had not heard the song before and that it was really good.  The song was sung a second time.  

Tom listened a second time without interruption and closed his eyes.  He began to breathe what 

seemed to be sighs of relief as though he had been comforted.   

It was unusual for Tom to listen to a complete song without starting a conversation. 

Tom’s response of listening for two complete rotations of “These Hands” and breathing as 

though with relief may be considered sacred space.  The words to the song in tandem with the 

feelings Tom was attempting to express created an environment in which time stood still.  The 

fluid give and take from the music, Tom, and the researcher created a safe place to explore some 

of the unexpressed feelings of worry concerning the afterlife experience that Tom believed 

would come.  The lyrics, “Oh God, hear my plea when it’s time to judge me;  Take a look at 

these hard working hands;” seemed to be what Tom was struggling with and appeared to bring 

peace within his soul.  After the song was sung the second time, and it was time to end the 

session, this moment of sacred space was verified as Tom requested that the researcher not leave, 

stating that he wanted her to stay and to continue doing what they were doing for a long time.   

Just as the two examples above demonstrate the power of lyrics and vocalese of unmet 

needs that connected with Tom, the same was true of vocal “Oooos” and validating observed 

mood.  One session Tom’s aide said that Tom was agitated since his wife had not yet come to 

visit him that day.  After observing a flat affect and droopy eyes along with a furrowed brow, the 

researcher chose to reflect sadness with Em and Am chords in a p-i-ma-i finger picking pattern.  
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As the chords were played quietly, gentle “Oooos” were sung to match the mood and create an 

emotional connection.  Tom smiled and nodded his head, closing his eyes while listening for at 

least 20 seconds.  He opened his eyes and asked what was going on.  From this point the D 

Major chord was added to the Em and Am chords and an improvised song was sung with lyrics 

that repeated the words Tom had previously stated about his well-being.  To this, tears welled in 

his eyes and he said, “Thank you.”  The song continued in the same manner after which he 

expressed gratitude and said, “You have been so helpful today.”  Within a few minutes he began 

his routine questions of asking how everyone was doing.   

The underlying concern and desire to help others extended to fixing things as well.  The 

light switch became a topic of conversation during session four.  The researcher had played the 

Native American C minor (Cm) flute to reflect restlessness and slow movement.  Long breaths 

and tones of the pentatonic scale were used to which Tom commented, “You played that good.”  

He then asked the researcher if she knew how to fix “this” and then said while pointing to the 

light switch, “It’s like this over here.”  He turned on the light and said, “See?”  When asked what 

happens when the switch is moved Tom said, “I’ll show you.”  As the light turned off, Tom 

spoke in ambiguity about the light in the room.  The researcher answered with ambiguity and 

Tom was satisfied.  It was noted that the need to turn on and off the light switch was a 

representation of Tom’s desire to “fix” a problem and the turning on and off the light switch was 

a way to resolve the problem. 

Another focus of sessions was one of relating to people in the room.  It was not 

uncommon in sessions for Tom to comment at least once about people in the room that only he 

could see.  Often during the end of life, within the end-stage phase (West, 1994), hospice patients 

believe they see family members, loved ones, and friends who have passed on.  Tom mentioned 
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seeing his father and a man behind the researcher during session five.  Then Tom asked where 

the other woman was.  When asked about this woman, Tom said it was a woman who did the 

same thing that the researcher did.  This was perplexing and an ambiguous response was given.   

The same comment occurred during session six.  Tom again asked about the woman and 

then said, “Are there two of you?”  It was at this moment that the researcher realized that Tom 

recognized her from previous sessions.  The researcher then recalled how she had drastically cut 

her hair from waist level to shoulder level.  When asked if the other person had long hair Tom 

said, “Yes, that’s the one.”  The researcher explained that it was the same person only with 

shorter hair.  Tom accepted this answer and relaxed into the bed.  It was interesting to see that 

while Tom did not recall any of the previous conversations from the past sessions, and did not 

indicate that he knew the researcher when the sessions began, he did appear to recognize the 

researcher on some level.  This event was significant in showing the level of awareness that Tom 

had even though his memory is faded from current years, he is still able to create and recall 

connections to those in the present, even if it is sporadic or a seemingly small sense of 

remembrance.  

Throughout the six sessions with Tom, the most common reactions to music therapy with 

validation techniques were: to lay his head down on the pillow, sing parts of songs, have a 

change in affect, express words of gratitude, relaxed responses to ambiguity, verbal responses 

expressing concerns for self and others, moments of sacred space, and moments related to the 

death and dying process.  An average of 11.4 music therapy with validation techniques were 

recorded with the highest responses from Tom being 13.4 verbal responses and the least 

responses being .75 average of instrument playing (see Table 2).   Use of instruments was 

minimal.  During session three Tom leaned across to hold onto the guitar neck three times and 
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during session four he leaned across and held onto the Native American flute.  Each time he held 

the instruments close to his body.  Attempts were made to play the instruments with his help; 

however due to a tight grip, neither produced sound.  Moods observed during these sessions 

include contentment, sadness/sorrow, upset, withdrawal, gratitude, relaxation, peace, loneliness, 

restfulness, seriousness, and acceptance.   

Participant 3 

Participant 3, Amira, grew up outside of the U.S. and moved to the U.S. after she was 

married for work prospects.  She raised six children and has been sharing living quarters with 

one of her daughters for many years.  All sessions were held in the home.  Several of Amira’s 

children had died prior to this study, one of which had special needs and loved to play the guitar.  

Family reported that music was not a big part of Amira’s life.  One daughter said that she could 

not recall of a time that Amira listened to music in the home or ever sang songs.  Every so often 

when Latin music came on the radio, Amira was known to dance and laugh, enjoying the 

complicated rhythms.  The only repetitive motion that the family noticed was that Amira 

constantly talked and that it was getting worse.  Conversations were geared toward stories, some 

from personal life experiences and some from the news.  The stories were told with some 

Spanish words intermingled with English.  The context of the stories was mixed and not easy to 

follow.  Amira’s waking hours were diminishing and more often than not she was sleeping 

during the day. 

During the initial session, Amira displayed loose facial muscles, slow movement, word 

salad, mixed verbal and nonverbal communication, spoke Spanish from time to time, laughed 

often, told all kinds of stories, repeated some of the stories, and continually talked.  From these 

observations and the fact that Amira was sleeping a lot during the day, both repetitive motion 
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and disorientation phases of dementia were used to determine which music therapy with 

validation techniques to use within the sessions.  These included: matching music to mirror 

emotions, using live music as a form of a “soundtrack” for storytelling, listening with empathy 

with live music playing in the background, playing music at the tempo or speed of movement 

and/or speech patterns, reflecting ambiguity in music and verbal responses, using lullaby musical 

elements, matching accompaniment pattern to mirror movement, using soft music, humming 

lullabies, beginning and ending the session with the same quiet, steady song, and matching 

tempo or phrases to breathing.  Music length of 15-20 minutes was used as well as watching for 

reactions that may indicate intolerance.  

Responses to music during the initial session were: to look at the guitar, asked to hear a 

song without stopping to listen to it, talked over the music, and told stories of her son who used 

to play the guitar.  Amira’s attention was short, less than 5 minutes, with a tendency to fatigue 

after 15 minutes before disengaging.  Sessions were typically concluded at 15-20 minutes 

according to energy and attention levels.  Lower energy days when resting led to 15 minute 

sessions and on an occasional high energy day, the session would reach 30 minutes.  For 

example, during the last session Amira was awake and alert.  She was sitting on the couch and 

smiling.  Due to her activity level and energy, music making was selected to actively engage her.  

She played instruments, talked, and laughed.  She did not want to end at the 20 minute time 

frame and continued playing instruments and talking.  This particular session lasted 30 minutes, 

with all the time spent in active music making.  

For most sessions, Amira was either sleeping or lying on her bed.  Two sessions were 

held while Amira seemed to be sleeping.  At these moments, the Native American F minor (Fm) 

flute was played in a quiet lullaby style with beats around 60 per minute and a stepwise melodic 
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contour with lower pitches on the flute.  Amira’s breath cycles were used for melodic phrasing 

with the phrase beginning at the onset of inhaling and the phrase ending at the end of the exhale.  

If breath cycles were less than 2 seconds, phrases were twice the length of breath to support 

relaxation.  In response to the music, Amira would turn her head toward the researcher showing 

awareness, and facial muscles would relax – typically around the mouth and jaw. 

Amira often had small tremors in her forearms and lower legs.  The Native American 

(Fm) flute was played with vibrato matching the small movements seen.  Sometimes these were 

continual for up to 4 minutes, sometimes they were intermittent.  The vibrato reflected these 

movements by stopping when the tremors stopped and getting gradually louder when the tremors 

were more visual.  Responses to this sort of validation were that the arm and leg tremors would  

fade, decrease in the width of movement, or stop altogether.  As Table 4 shows, another response 

to music when accompaniment was used to mirror or match movement was to nod her head. 

Music therapy with validation techniques used with Amira were to support and validate 

her experiences whether in the present or in the past.  She often shared stories that were mostly 

related to children, family living, and personal experiences.  Most conversations were centered 

on her maternal responsibilities and raising good children.  Amira’s responses to music therapy 

with validation techniques varied from becoming relaxed, to becoming animated, to creating 

humor, to being serious.  Nonverbal responses were to nod her head, lean closer to the 

researcher, smile, and to turn her head toward the researcher.  Verbal responses were to speak 

more clearly and/or to continue storytelling.   

While Amira usually had no negative responses to music, one session demonstrated the 

need to be aware of overstimulation.  Although the Native American (Fm) flute was used softly 

as in a previous session, Amira moved her head every 15 seconds to reposition.  She then placed  
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Table 4 

Responses to Music Therapy with Validation Techniques – Amira  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Dementia Behavior                     Music Therapy with 

  Stage Observed                        Validation Technique                   Responses 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Repetitive Motion  Match music to mirror emotion       Eyebrows raised and head 

     turned toward the  

     researcher 

Became more animated 

Yawned and said, “Sleepy” 

Spoke with clarity 

 

    Live “soundtrack” for storytelling Facial muscles relaxed 

         Smiled 

         Nodded her head 

 

    Listen with empathy with live music Nodded her head 

         playing in the background  “I remember. You helped me.” 

         Leaned forward to talk 

 

    Playing music at the tempo of   Nodded her head and continued  

         movement/speech patterns       talking 

 

    Match accompaniment pattern to Arm and leg tremors decreased 

         movement/speech patterns  Nodded her head 

         Musical conversation: stopped  

              to listen and then talked  

     again when music was quiet 

 

    Reflect ambiguity in conversation Nodded her head 

         and music    Said, “Yes.” 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Disorientation   Music length of 15-20 minutes  Remained engaged 

  

    Soft music    Body relaxed 

         Cheeks became droopy 

 

    Vocals only    Uncurled to an open body  

                   position 
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_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Dementia Behavior                     Music Therapy with 

  Stage Observed                        Validation Technique                   Responses 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Disorientation (continued) Vocals only    Facial muscles relaxed 

         Breath lengthened 

 

    Humming lullabies   Whole body relaxed 

         Stopped talking to listen        

 

    Match tempo to breathing cycles Remained in a rested state 

 

    Match melodic phrases to breath  Deeper breaths were noted 

         Facial muscles relaxed 

 

    Begin and end session with same  Facial features remained neutral 

                                                         song 

 

    Watch for reactions of over-  At one point Amira curved her 

         stimulation and stop music       head toward her body and 

                covered her face 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

High Energy day  Active music making to engage  Tapped head with egg shakers 

(Anomaly)         Laughed 

         Told jokes 

         Played the drum with quick 

     light strokes 

Told a story that related to 

     the sound of the drum 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

      

her hand over her face and curved her head toward the center of her body.  At this point the 

researcher stopped the flute for 3 minutes and used her voice to create a sense of comfort.  Warm 

vowels such as “Oooo” and quiet humming replaced the flute for music.  Lullaby-like 

improvisations were used to soothe.  Within a minute, Amira brought her head back up to her 

original position and rolled on her back with an open body position.  Her facial features were 
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more relaxed and cheek muscles became droopy.  Her breath lengthened.  Vocal vibrato was 

used when tremors were noticed and within 15 minutes Amira’s body became still.   

When Amira was not in this type of relaxed state, she would lay on her bed on her left 

side and talk.  From time to time she asked questions with the bulk of the time spent telling 

stories.  One story that was related to her life experiences was to count her children.  There were 

family pictures on the wall in Amira’s room and she would point to them as she spoke.  She 

commented that she had six children and she counted them on her fingers.  She would repeat this 

fact and count on her fingers again.  She would start naming the children while counting, point to 

the pictures while counting, and restate that she had six children.  During these moments, the 

researcher played the guitar in the key of G with a triple meter using the p-i-m-a-m-i picking 

pattern for a reflection of comfort and feeling of home.  The tempo reflected the prosody or 

speaking pattern of Amira which varied from 65-80 beats per minute.  Vocal “Ooos” and “Ahhs” 

were also used to validate the story content in a sort of active listening with empathy style.  

Amira nodded her head while telling the stories, smiled, and sometimes closed her eyes for 

several seconds without speaking.    

One story she told when talking about her family was how she was thrown out of her 

home with her children and watched it burn down.  This story was repeated every so often 

throughout the six sessions and was a serious story for her.  It is unknown as to whether this 

story was from personal experience or from the news as Amira’s daughter did not know of any 

house burning down when asked about it.  For Amira, this story brought an emotional response.  

Validating the experience Amira had when telling this story, a chord progression of Em-Am-D 

with Dorian nuances was used to validate the struggle and emotional content of the story.  Amira 

would respond by telling the story with more animation and spoke clearly in English.  After 
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listening with empathy the researcher asked Amira if she had the help she needed.  Amira stated 

that, “You have to do what you have to do, you know,” and immediately said she was tired and 

ready to go.   

When Amira said the word “go,” a different tone of voice suggested she was referring to 

death.  This was verified when Amira continued to say that “it” could happen at any time.  

Supposing that this comment could represent Amira’s processing of the stages of death and 

dying, when an individual comes to recognize that his or her life has been filled and the focus of 

living shifts to the acceptance of moving forward through the dying process, the melody to “And 

He Walked With Me” was hummed in the key of G accompanied on guitar with a 3/4 meter and 

soft p-ima-ima strum.  Amira stopped talking at this point and listened to the music.  As the 

chorus was sung, her facial muscles relaxed and her shoulders began to relax into her pillow.    

This moment in the session segued into a sacred space experience.  As Amira became 

more and more relaxed, she looked over at the pictures of her children on the wall and pointed to 

one of her sons who had passed away.  She spoke about helping him when he lived in a care 

facility.  She did not get to see him often but from time to time was able to ride the bus to meet 

him.  She stared off into the distance and was quiet for some time.  She had a smile on her face.  

To validate this emotion, the guitar accompaniment pattern transitioned to D Major continuing a 

relaxed 3/4 meter.  At the end of this reflection, Amira began to name and count her children as 

in previous sessions. 

In a separate session, Amira began listing her family and describing them.  She talked of 

the clothes they were wearing in the pictures on the wall, talking about their hair or their eyes.  

She was becoming tired and began to speak with more Spanish words.  Some were not 

discernable.  She spoke in spurts.  During this time, the researcher reflected the speaking patterns 
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and prosody of Amira leaving space between the accompaniment patterns and continuing the 

music just as though it was the spurts of verbalization patterns.  Amira’s response to this type of 

narration was interesting.  She spoke when the music stopped and listened when the music 

played.  For several minutes, a back-and-forth conversation occurred with the music and Amira’s 

words as she nodded her head and continued to talk in spurts, listening and speaking with the 

same tempo as though previously orchestrated.  Her speaking pattern began to slow and she 

seemed to drift asleep for a few minutes at a time.  Although music experiences in Amira’s youth 

were unknown, the ability to engage in a back and forth conversation with the music shows a 

level of awareness that may be on a subconscious level, yet one of ebb and flow.   

Another incident in which Amira demonstrated a connection to sound and music was the 

last session, session six.  She was not in her room as in the first five sessions.  She was in the 

living room sitting on the couch.  She was laughing and telling a story of how children needed 

punishment.  She raised her left hand as though holding something up and swatted the air with 

her right hand.  She continued this action and laughed.  To validate this story, Amira was given a 

hand drum and a soft mallet so that her action could continue with the drum.  She was shown 

how to play, then, she smiled and laughed.  After playing for several minutes with quick soft 

strokes around 90 beats per minute, Amira commented about the drum sounding like a child 

running away, “Running faster and faster.”  She laughed and continued to play for 4 minutes.  

This is the first story that Amira told that directly originated from the music itself.  This 

demonstrates some connection to music on a subconscious level that had not yet been seen.   

This connection may have brought a memory to mind that Amira shared in a story 

fashion.  As she played the drum, she began to tell a story about a girl who was running from a 

man because she did not like him.  Amira told the story first in third person and then in first 
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person; she then repeated the story again in third person, and again back to first person.  The 

story evolved to where Amira’s facial expression had changed.  The more she talked about the 

girl trying to run away because she did not like the man, the more her jovial expression turned to 

a frown.   

Up to this point, the researcher had been humming with vocal improvisation to reflect the 

quick drum playing.  The researcher stopped humming and listened with empathy, asking Amira 

if she was feeling sad.  Amira said that the girl could not get away from the man.  She 

commented that the drum was too loud and handed it back to the researcher.  It is unclear as to 

whether this story was a personal experience or a re-created experience.  Amira’s facial 

expression and mood had changed drastically to the point that it seemed like one of her own 

experiences as her mood changed and her present mood was one of sadness.  The feeling of 

sadness was reflected in a vocalese to which Amira did not respond.  She did not verbalize nor 

did she answer a second inquiry about being sad from the researcher.  She took some maracas 

and smiled, now focusing on something new. 

The sadness did not last long as Amira played the maracas a short time and handed them 

back to the researcher.  She was more enthralled with the colorful egg shakers and said, “Easter 

eggs.”  She tapped her head with the egg shakers and laughed.  She pretended to crack the eggs 

and smiled.  She shook them for close to 4 minutes to which “Des Colores” was played in the 

key of D on the guitar in a waltz feel around 70 bpm – half the tempo of the egg shaking.  Amira 

made faces, periodically hit the side of her head, and shook the egg shakers in various ways 

before handing them back to the researcher.  She then returned to her story of children needing 

discipline.  When Amira’s daughter was told about the egg shaking experience, she smiled and 
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said that her mother could make anyone laugh.  She was glad to know that Amira’s sense of 

humor was still present as it is rarely seen in everyday living. 

Amira’s sessions had an average of 8.2 music therapy with validation techniques per 

session, an average of 8 physical responses (mostly related to her arm and leg tremors), and an 

average of 6.8 verbal responses (see Table 2).  These verbal responses were specifically related 

to questions or conversation outside of her storytelling.  An average of 2.4 moods per session 

was seen with the following moods observed: gratitude, sadness, peace, love of family, joking, 

positivity, laughter, resting, relaxed, and restlessness.   

Participant 4  

Participant 4, Helena, was raised outside of the U.S. in a small town close to mountains 

where skiing was a common activity.  Helena knew several languages and learned English while 

attending a business college.  Eventually, she immigrated to the U.S., married, and had several 

children.  While Helena’s siblings were singers, she was not and often commented on how the 

music teacher asked her not to sing when she was younger.   Music has not always been in the 

background of Helena’s home though her children play a variety of instruments.  No music 

preference was given.  Family noted that it was a fear of Helena’s to lose her memory in later 

years due to watching other loved ones going through memory loss.  At the time of this study, 

Helena had been living in a memory care facility for close to two years. 

Upon the initial assessment Helena presented with a scrunched face, tight furrowed 

brows, used repetitive phrases, crossed interpersonal boundaries with words and touch such as 

saying, “I thought I was fat. Look at you!” while poking an aide in the stomach, had a short 

attention span, would disengage quickly, and often used the word “stupid” when referring to 

herself.  From the facial expression, repetitive phrases, struggle for control, and desire to be in 
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the present, music therapy with validation techniques correlated to the malorientation stage were 

selected.  These included: instrument playing to express frustration, drumming, listening with 

empathy with live music playing in the background, matching music to emotion, ground bass to 

reduce anxiety, and using “Who,” “What,” “Where,” “When,” and “How” to validate emotions 

and experiences being lived in the “now.” 

Helena’s response to drumming, using a hand drum with a mallet, was to play very 

loudly while laughing.  Quick, strong strokes combined with an occasional tap on the 

researcher’s knee led to more laughter.  No concern for others seemed apparent as she hit the 

drum with all her force.  At one point in the session, the Native American Fm flute was used as 

background music.  The researcher played for close to one minute while Helena listened.  Then, 

with quick moves, she thwarted the researcher’s playing by covering the holes and laughing.  

Eventually she asked to play it and attempted a few notes.  She promptly untied the bird from the 

body of the flute and looked in all of the air holes (see Table 5).   

At this point, instruments were put away and listening with empathy ensued as Helena 

became aware of her surroundings, looked around the room, and pointed to different people 

while talking about them.  She noticed a man who made several comments about not 

remembering things and asked the question, “Why doesn’t he remember?” without waiting for an 

answer.  Attention had waned and she got up and walked to an aide.  

Helena had only one session after the initial session as a fall led to death within a week’s 

time.  During this session, the overall mood was different.  The session took place in Helena’s 

bedroom.  She was lying in bed due to a headache.  Repetitive questions related to health, self-

identity, and family such as “Why am I still in bed?,” “Why does my head hurt?,” “Why am I 

here?,” “Why don’t I remember?,” “Surely I have a family?,” and “Don’t I have a husband?”  
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Table 5 

Responses to Music Therapy with Validation Techniques – Helena  

_____________________________________________________________________________  

         

Dementia Behavior                     Music Therapy with 

  Stage Observed                        Validation Technique                   Responses 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Malorientation   Instrument playing to express   Thwarted researcher’s playing  

     frustration         by putting fingers over holes          

Attempted playing a few notes 

     on the flute then took it apart 

Grabbed or pushed instruments 

 

    Drumming    Played loudly while laughing 

          Tapped researcher’s knee with 

              the mallet  

         Used the mallet to strike with all 

     her might 

 

    Listening with empathy with live Nodded head as with acceptance  

     music playing in the background 

 

    Improvised vocalese to reflect unmet Nodded head as with acceptance 

         needs or unexpressed emotion  

 

    Match music to mirror emotion  Facial features smoothed 

 

    Ground bass to reduce anxiety  Facial features smoothed 

 

    Use of “Who,” “What,” “Where,” Emotionally moved on to a  

         “When,” and “How”        different task 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

      

were prominent.  Music therapy with validation techniques used during this session were: soft 

guitar music as background played in the key of G in a 3/4 meter with finger picking patterns and 

tempo around 60 bpm; listening with empathy and a focus on the “now;” chord progression of C-
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Am-Dm-G7-C to reflect looks of confusion when asking questions (Am) and returning to C 

when accepting answers; and, answering questions with empathy and a soft voice.   

 Many of the questions Helena asked were in quick succession without pauses between for 

the researcher to give answers.  It was during these moments that soft guitar music was used as 

background.  As the researcher played the guitar, Helena did not lash out to grab the guitar nor 

push it away as in the initial session (see Table 5).  Some answers that the researcher did give 

when time allowed were: “You are here to be safe,” “You did have a husband,” and “Sometimes 

our mind forgets things when we are older.”  After each answer, she nodded as though in 

acceptance of the answer.  Facial features eventually smoothed.  Helena seemed to desire 

answers from within herself as well as she stated her maiden name, then her married name, 

talked about her husband, and then forgot she had a husband, and returned to stating her maiden 

name, and then her married name, and so on.  There appeared to be a deep concern of forgetting 

self-identity and family.    

 After 15 minutes of continuing the session in the above manner, being consistent by 

using the same answer for each question each time it was asked, and maintaining the same chord 

progression to reduce anxiety through prediction (C-Am-Dm-G7-C), Helena’s facial features 

relaxed and no more questions were asked.  A look of satisfaction took place and the task turned 

to that of getting out of bed and preparing for the day.  When walking out into the main area of 

the care center, she seemed to be at peace and said, “Hello” to the aides and residents.  None of 

the above questions were asked at that time.   

Helena’s responses to music therapy with validation techniques were extreme and 

depended upon her mood.  One session she was aggressive, teasing, and laughing.  The other 

session she was reflective, concerned, and docile.  She may play an instrument loudly or tear it 
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apart and then nod her head in understanding and be comforted.  Table 5 shows the contrast in 

responses.  Helena’s highest average response to music therapy with validation techniques was 

verbal in nature at 20 or more per session.  She asked repetitive questions leaving little time 

between for responses.  She did, however, look at the researcher intently when asking her 

questions and even though she did not specifically answer questions from the researcher, she did 

continue her conversation along the same lines as the topic at hand.  The least amount of 

responses was 0 for music responses (see Table 2).  While she did play the drums and attempt to 

blow in the Native American flute, she did not interact musically with the researcher.  There was 

no humming, singing, or connection to the researcher in her instrument playing outside of 

tapping the researcher’s knee with the mallet.   

For Helena, her self-identity, family connection, and concern of losing her memory were 

the most common topics of conversation.   In her last session, it was apparent that she was 

concerned about her identity as she kept repeating her name, sometimes correctly and sometimes 

incorrectly, asking about being married, having a family, and so forth.  Within her sessions, 

moods were noted as confusion, frustration, peaceful, need for control, and jovial. 
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Conclusions 

Discussion 

 Dementia is a condition of cognitive decline leading to social, physical, and emotional 

decline.  Hospice patients with dementia have additional psychosocial and spiritual needs as they 

navigate through the death and dying tasks as the disease progresses.  The purpose of this 

qualitative study is to describe experiences of hospice patients with dementia who receive music 

therapy interventions combined with validation techniques.  This is in response to the need of 

adequate, appropriate, and compassionate interventions during the late stages of dementia to aid 

with end-of-life care needs, provide dignity, and promote a sense of well-being.  The question 

“What are the experiences of hospice patients with dementia who receive music therapy 

interventions with validation techniques?” was used to collect data in attempts to describe the 

participants’ experiences within the study. 

Each of the participants in this study had varying needs, as they were in different stages 

of dementia and had different backgrounds.  However, there were some thematic elements that 

reached all four participants.  The first similarity, which was the most prevalent, was that the 

content and responses of the participants within the sessions related to their individual 

characteristics and past life experiences.  Whether the content was verbally present or 

nonverbally present, the participants brought their own perspectives to the music therapy 

sessions that were congruent with their personalities.   When these idiosyncrasies were identified 

and used to create individualized music therapy with validation techniques within the session, the 

participants’ responses reflected their self-identities.  

For example, Fawn’s family mentioned that she had worked in a bookstore, enjoyed 

shopping, would sing with her husband, and still liked to do things with her hands.  Within 
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Fawn’s sessions, these interests were included using her preferred visual and auditory senses.  By 

including the red bucket full of colorful and novel instruments, Fawn was able to categorize, 

shop by looking at what was in the bucket, examine the instruments, and use her hands to play 

them.  She also sang along with familiar songs and had the opportunity to engage in lyric 

reading.  Fawn’s responses to these inclusions of her interests were to remain engaged, and 

initiate and reciprocate musical conversation, which culminated in her verbal comments of “Will 

you look at that!” or “Listen to that!” followed with smiles.  For Fawn, her identity was validated 

through the inclusion of her past interests combining in the present.    

 While Fawn’s experiences were full of music making, Tom’s experience within the 

music therapy sessions centered on his concern for others.  His family had indicated that Tom 

spent most of his life serving others in religious and civic responsibilities.  Although Tom’s 

language ability was deterred from the effects of a stroke, word salad, and ambiguity, the general 

sense of his verbal responses was to inquire of how people were doing and if their needs were 

met.  This concern included his own self as he had moments of self-reflection within the 

sessions.  Music therapy with validation techniques of listening with empathy, mirroring 

emotions through music, using lyrics or vocalese to validate unexpressed emotions, and 

following his preference for soft music, led to moments of peace and gratitude.  The desire to 

help or fix problems was noted in his repetitive motion of turning the light switch on and off.  

Through the six sessions, the need to turn on and off the light dissipated as his concerns for 

others were validated and responded to with empathetic listening and ambiguous verbal 

responses.  Additional music therapy with validation techniques were used to address desires to 

problem solve, which included his concern for not doing enough. 
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Tom’s concerns for others extended beyond his family setting; for Amira however, her 

family was the main focus.  Amira’s life centered on her children, being a parent, and managing 

household affairs.  Her stories reflected her family when she was a young mother.  She spoke of 

discipline, noticed similarities between her children and other family members, counted the 

number of children on her fingers, spoke of family traumas, and related experiences with a 

childlike story reference.  Although Amira’s music experience was limited, when she did interact 

by playing instruments, her sense of humor emerged, allowing a glimmer of her self-identity to 

be seen within her present circumstances.  Music therapy with validation techniques included 

incorporating her emotional content of the stories within the music itself by matching the 

emotion with triple meter accompaniment patterns and minor chord progressions.  With the 

music, her stories came to an emotional height and her feelings toward her family experiences 

were recognized and validated.   

Self-identity was a crucial link for Helena as well.  Her family had stated that in the days 

before dementia, Helena had expressed her worry of losing her memory as she became older.  

Within her sessions, Helena’s conversation was focused on answering questions about memory.  

During the first session she was aware of her surroundings and noticed a man who was having 

memory troubles.  Her question, “Why doesn’t he remember?” demonstrates her awareness of 

another person’s memory capability.  In the second session her questions were pointed at herself 

and her own inability to recall why she was in the facility, where her family was, what her own 

name was, if she had been married, and did she have children.  With all of these questions, one 

was repeated over and over, “Why can’t I remember?”  Her previous worry about becoming 

older and having memory loss was still present and an active part of her sessions.  Music therapy 

with validation techniques of ground bass (a short repeated harmonic bass that supports a 
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melodic phrase) and consistency in conversation aided Helena to come to an acceptance of her 

own current state of being and to alleviate the fear of memory loss in that moment. 

Consistent personality traits and behavior surfaced throughout the sessions for all 

participants.  Even though their experiences were unique, one common factor was present.  All 

participants displayed a desire to connect with the researcher.  Some presented this verbally and 

others nonverbally.  Fawn, while playing an instrument, often stopped playing to look at the 

researcher and wait for a musical response.  Fawn recognized that there was a common 

experience between herself and the researcher.  Not only did she wait for a musical response, she 

often displayed similar waiting moments while singing.   

The most subdued response, yet important, was the moment she reached across her lap 

while playing the drums to tap the drum the researcher was playing.  Although this small act of 

contact could be looked at as being playful, there are other factors involved.  First, Fawn needed 

to be aware of her surroundings and notice the researcher was present and within reach.  Second, 

she had to stretch farther than her normal range of motion, beyond her usual body posture, to tap 

the drum.  Most of the time her arms were close to her sides and her movements were slow when 

turning to the side or bending forward.  Lastly, she acted upon her instincts and quickly tapped 

the researcher’s drum while smiling.  It was as though she was encouraging the researcher to 

play with her rather than the other way around.  Her comfort zone was crossed to initiate a 

connection with the researcher.  In a way it was an invitation to be a part of her experience and to 

follow her. 

Similarly, Tom sought connection from the researcher as he reached across to hold the 

guitar and the Native American flute when they were being played.  He also reached across to 

shake hands, something the family mentioned he did often.  The most fascinating moment was 
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when Tom asked if there were two researchers.  As mentioned previously, he recognized the 

researcher and could tell that something was different (e.g., the short hair) yet did not know 

exactly what the difference was.  He asked about “the person who does what you do.”  The 

ability to recall that the researcher does “something” while in the session shows a connection to 

the music therapy experience.  This connection was confirmed in his last session where he 

requested that the researcher stay with him and to continue singing songs to match his inner 

emotions.  Perhaps he felt validated over the 6 weeks of music therapy sessions to the extent that 

he knew “something” happened when the researcher was there and he desired that “something” 

to continue. 

Amira also demonstrated her connection to the researcher through “something” that 

happened during the music therapy sessions.  While her stories were often repeated and she 

looked at the researcher while speaking, she made a comment about the researcher in one of her 

stories.  This story was about the day her family was thrown out of her house and she watched it 

burn down.  As she told the story, he eyes were looking out into the distance.  She stopped 

talking, looked at the researcher, and commented saying, “You were there.  You helped me.”  

She repeated, “I remember.  You helped me.”  It is possible that in Amira’s mind she was 

connecting the researcher with someone from her past, someone who helped her during that 

crucial moment of her life.  The fact that she paired the researcher to someone who helped her 

from her past leads to the belief that Amira had felt she was or had been helped by the 

researcher.  A connection beyond words had been made.  The desire for connection was also 

seen during the last session in which Amira played instruments and purposefully made jokes and 

faces to get the researcher to smile or laugh.   
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Of a more serious manner, it seems as though Helena’s desire for connection was quite 

personal, with an inward search for answers to her questions.  Not finding them, she included the 

researcher in her search by asking the researcher to help answer her questions.  Although she 

spoke rapidly and did not wait for answers, eventually she began to have small segments of time 

that she listened to the researcher’s answers.  She began to nod her head in acceptance with each 

answer and gradually released her focus on the same topic.  Perhaps she had felt a level of 

connection to trust the answers she was given and to feel like her questions were being answered 

at a satisfactory level.  Even when upset and wanting control over the session Helena attempted 

to connect to the researcher while playing instruments loudly and boisterously.  During this time, 

she used the drum mallet to convey her frustration by tapping the researcher’s knee and laughing.  

This manner of playing could have appeared to be teasing or trying to be funny.  Instead, due to 

the persistence and weight given while tapping, the action seemed to be conveying underlying 

confusion or agitation at her awareness of her own memory loss.  While attempting to find 

answers, she connected to the researcher in a nonverbal plea for help. 

The need for help, to connect to another, to resolve concerns, and to engage in reciprocal 

music making all demonstrate a deep sense of internal awareness the participants had of the 

researcher in the room.  Awareness, the ability to not only perceive the environment around 

oneself but to also respond to it accordingly, was evident in the examples of the participants’ 

attempts to connect to the researcher.  This awareness included their efforts to extend outside of 

themselves to involve external surroundings, the researcher, and the music.  The researcher used 

the music itself to be the essence of emotion that was observed from the participants and to 

validate the emotions within the sessions.  As some of the participants were not able to verbalize 
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their feelings, the music seemed to reach inside of their beings and unite them with the 

experience.   

This combination of music, participant, and researcher along with awareness created 

moments of sacred space.  As Table 2 presents, two participants had an average of one sacred 

space moment within the sessions and the remaining two participants had an average of .6 sacred 

moments within the sessions.  From these observances, it is clear that music therapy with 

validation techniques can facilitate a moment of deep connection and awareness which leads to a 

stronger moment of unity.  For Fawn, it seemed as though moments of musical interaction with 

drumming or lyric reading, combined with matched emotional accompaniment, led her to ponder 

the beauty of words and their meanings that were grounded in her soul.  Tom sensed peace 

within himself as he listened to vocalese of his emotional needs.  Amira contemplated her 

experiences with her children while being comforted, and Helena came to accept that forgetting 

was something that happened when people get older.  All of these experiences with the 

researcher and music therapy with validation techniques seemed to allow each of the participants 

the opportunity to value their own life’s work and to feel a sense of well-being. 

Within the experiences of sacred space, some moments had elements of processing 

through the four tasks of dying and transpersonal growth.  Tom was often concerned for himself 

with moving forward through the dying process.  During his moments of sacred space, he 

reviewed his life to look for “unfinished business.”  For him, he was not sure if he had done 

enough to help others and was concerned about his after life experience.  The music therapy with 

validation techniques helped him to identify his emotional needs and comforted him during the 

realization of his acts and deeds.  He also had moments of paranormal sight found in the end-

stage task of dying which led him to have a conscious awareness of family who had passed on 
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before him.  These moments possibly could have enhanced his process of “unfinished business” 

knowing on some level that his health was declining. 

Amira also demonstrated a sense of completing “unfinished business” as she recounted 

her stories of her family and the loss of their home.  After relating a moment of trauma, she 

commented that “You have to do what you have to do you know,” followed later with stating 

that she was ready to “go.”  Instead of being worried about not doing enough, as Tom had done, 

she related her experiences with a factual frame of mind and accepted that she was ready to 

move on past this earth life.   

Contrary to these experiences, Helena’s sacred space allowed her to be more aware of her 

own challenge with memory loss.  She feared that her memory would decline as she aged and 

thus had a super awareness of memory loss for others and worry for her own.  The persona level 

of transpersonal psychology describes one’s disowning of undesired facts of ego, creating 

challenges.  When music therapy with validation techniques were used to gently and consistently 

discuss memory loss, Helena began to nod her head in acceptance.  As she did so, she became 

aware of her own level of memory loss and the need to accept her undesired challenge.  Through 

this process, she was able to let go of her fear and allow herself to relax and reclaim her identity 

within that particular session and length of time.   

One last commonality among the participants was the number of moods discovered 

within each session.  Not every participant experienced a wide variety of mood, rather, the 

average for each participant per session was close to two (2, 2.2, 2.4, 2; See Table 2).  The most 

common moods were: peaceful, restful, relaxed, grateful, sadness, laughter, joking, and 

acceptance.  Moods that were seen at the onset of sessions were: agitation, frustration, 

seriousness, confusion, the need to be in control, withdrawal, loneliness, and restlessness. In 
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contrast, moods typically noticed at the end of sessions were: peaceful, restful, relaxed, gratitude, 

and acceptance.   

Personal Response 

Throughout this study I have learned the importance of listening with empathy and being 

aware of what the participant may be feeling or expressing.  When looking beyond the lack of 

language or the minimalistic communication within each session, I sought to see the overall 

picture of what the participant was attempting to convey.  From this point, understanding the 

purpose of the music in validating the participants’ experiences became more meaningful and 

appropriate.  Midway through the study, I noticed that being flexible and versatile in music 

making was crucial in being able to reflect unexpressed emotional needs.  By being aware of 

where the participants were emotionally, the participants then became the guide of where the 

session content headed.  As the participants communicated more of their inner selves, music 

therapy with validation techniques were selected carefully to support the individual without 

stifling the important sharing of the moment.  Through this trusted musical space, more in depth 

individual content emerged and more meaningful experiences took place.   

An important factor that allowed meaningful experiences to happen in sessions was to 

have an accepting approach of care versus placing a value on the content that was shared.  

Having an open mind to whatever would be shared in the music therapy experience opened the 

doors of individual connection and communication with each participant.  By being conscious of 

how music was used to emphasize the importance of the communication, I was able to be more 

present with the participant in their experience and more aware of threads of expanded thematic 

material over time, gaining a greater understanding of what was happening within the 

participants’ experiences.  The more consistent I was with using the same music therapy with 
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validation techniques paired with the behavior or emotions seen or felt, the more accepting and 

peaceful the responses were from the participants themselves; overall, being patient, consistent, 

and purposeful in using music for validation yielded positive responses from the participants, 

seeming to bring personal well-being.  

Recommendations 

Recommendations for future use of the information related to this study are to be aware 

of individual needs and past personal history when working with hospice patients with dementia.  

When using this information in creating music therapy with validation techniques, familiarity is 

enhanced, encouraging inner connections.  When working with hospice patients, understanding 

the four tasks of dying (West, 1994) and Dr. Kübler-Ross’s five stages of death and dying are 

critical when aiding hospice patients in the moment.  It is important to note that this study was 

focused solely on hospice patients with dementia.  Further studies are recommended to 

implement music therapy with validation techniques for individuals who have dementia but are 

not under hospice care.  Feil’s studies about dementia were not specific to hospice patients, 

rather, the old-old (75 years of age or older with dementia).   Whereas loved ones of those with 

dementia of any age have concerns about end-of-life care, care with dignity, and promoting well-

being, music therapy with validation techniques may be a plausible solution for appropriate care 

for any individual with dementia and is worth further investigation.   

 Summary 

In conclusion, the music therapy with validation techniques used within this study for 

hospice patients with dementia seemed to bring moments of social interaction, peace, comfort, 

connection to others, sacred space, and times of transpersonal awareness.  All sessions yielded 

responses without negative outcomes so long as participants were monitored for over-stimulation 
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with appropriate actions taken should over stimulation occur.  The participants’ responses were 

unique and applicable to their own life experiences and personality traits.  Within these 

responses it was found that hospice domains of care were needful for care such as understanding 

the four tasks of death, the five stages of death and dying, and honoring individual concepts of 

spirituality.   
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Appendix A 

 Comparison of Music Therapy Interventions and Music Therapy with Validation Techniques 

Behaviors within the Stages 

of Dementia 

 Music Therapy Interventions Music Therapy Combined with 

Validation Techniques 

Malorientation 
Struggle for control 

Resists touch 

Uses filler words 
Repeats issues 

Complies to rules 

Person in present represent past 
Wants to be in the present 

 
Active music making: 

     provides structure 

     focus on reality 
     prediction reduces fear 

     familiar meaningful tasks  

          with familiar instruments 
 

 
Listen with empathy with live 

     music playing in the  

     background 
Ground bass – reduce anxiety 

Call and response drumming or  

     singing to keep in present 
Instrument playing to express  

     Frustration 

Choice of instrument selection 

Fill-in-the-blank songwriting  
     singing the words “Who,”  

    “What,” “Where,” “When,”   

     and “How” to validate emotions 
     and experiences in the “Now.” 

Match  music to mirror emotion   

Time-confusion 

Repeats facts/words 
Muscles are loose 

Slow movements 

Begins to withdraw 
Impaired thinking 

Speech unclear 

Eyes unfocused 

Communication skills lost 
Unaware of clock time 

Present day mixes with past 

Accept reality with help 

 

Use of familiar rhythms 
Playing style reflects feelings 

     cannot express 

Sing familiar songs from young 
     adult years 

Adapt tempo to spontaneous 

     singing 

Adjust live music to pitch,  
     tempo, and volume 

Use folk songs from youth 

Use songs sung in the home as 
     a child as memory states 

     decline 

 

Listen with empathy with live 
     music playing in the  

     background 

Repeat familiar tunes 
Chain familiar songs in a 

     palindrome form 

Match music to mirror emotions: 

      chord progressions 
      key/mode selection 

      stylistic elements 

Use voice to sing improvised 
      vocalese of unmet needs such 

      as being loved, being safe,  

      having peace or unexpressed 
      emotions 

Use music to seek for eye contact 

Use familiar tunes 

Reflect ambiguity in conversation 
     and music 

Repetitive Motion 

Attention is short 
Voices are low 

Replaces words with movement 

Movements express needs and  

     feelings 
May pace, moan, sing, hum, or  

     rock 

 

Music as a part of routine 
Recorded or live client 

     preferred music for 15-20  

     minutes 

Watch for signs of 
     overstimulation, 

     disagreement: 

 

Use familiar tunes 
Music length:  

     15-20 minutes 

Match music to mirror 

     emotions: 
     chord progressions 

     key/mode selection 
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Does not hold onto the present 

Rhythmic/repetitive movement 
Prelanguage movement for  

     comfort 

          changed affect 

          pained faces 
          increases of movement in 

          arms, legs, and feet 

Lullabies without  

     accompaniment 
Client may vocalize in attempts 

      to sing        

     stylistic elements 

Live “soundtrack” music to  
     validate storytelling 

Mirror movement physically while 

     singing using the tempo of  

     movement 
Match accompaniment pattern to 

     mirror movement: 

      arpeggiations, 
      blocked chords, 

      meter (duple, triple),  

      3/4, 4/4, 2/4, 6/8, 

      accented beat,  
      pitch, tempo, and volume 

Match accompaniment pattern to 

     speech tempo 
Match dynamics of  music to  

     change of facial expressions or 

      intensity of movement 
Use lullabies 

Improvised vocalese of unmet 

     needs such as being loved, 

     being safe, having peace or  
     unexpressed emotions 

Match vocalese to pitch of 

     moaning 
Watch for physical reactions that  

     indicate intolerance    

Disorientation 

Slumped head 
Limp hands 

Closed eyes 

Slow breathing 
Total withdrawal 

No longer speak 

Restless or motionless 

Cannot relate to external world 
Little interaction with  

     environment 

 

 

Music as a part of routine 
Recorded or live client 

     preferred music for 15-20 

     minutes 
Watch for signs of  

     overstimulation or 

     disagreement: 

     changed affect 
     pained faces 

     increases of movement in  

          arms, legs, and feet 
Lullabies without  

     accompaniment 

May vocalize in attempts to  
     sing        

 

Soft music 
Vocals only or minimal  

     accompaniment 

Humming lullabies 
Begin and end with same quiet and 

      steady song 

Match tempo to breathing 

Incorporate musical phrases to 
     match breathing 

Watch for physical 

     reactions that indicate  
     intolerance 

 

 

 

 

 


